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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides a brief introduction to the MODFLOW code, discusses the
types of problems it is designed to solve, and gives a brief description of how to
use this manual.

1.1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Sudden changes in the temperature of flowing liquids can result in transient
buoyancy forces which strongly impact the flow hydrodynamics via flow
stratification. These effects have been studied for the case of potential flow of
stratified liquids to line sinks, but not for moderator flow in SRS reactors.
Standard codes, such as TRAC and COMMIX, do not have the capability to capture
the stratification effect, due to strong numerical diffusion which smears away
the hot/cold fluid interface. A related problem with standard codes is the
inability to track plumes injected into the liquid flow, again due to numerical
diffusion. The combined effects of buoyant stratification and plume dispersion
have been identified as being important in operation the Supplementary
Safety System which injects neutron-poison ink into SRS reactors to provide
safe shutdown in the event of safety rod failure. The MODFLOW code discussed
here provides transient moderator flow pattern information with
stratification effects, and tracks the location of ink plumes in the reactor. The
code, written in Fortran, is compiled for Macintosh II computers, and includes
subroutines for interactive control and graphical output. Removing the
graphics capabilities, the code can also be compiled on other computers. With
graphics, in addition to the capability to perform safety related computations,
MODFLOW also provides an easy tool for becoming familiar with flow
distributions in SRS reactors.

1.2 THE PHYSICAL PROBLEM

Transient thermal stratification is known to strongly impact reactor
hydraulics when cold water is injected into a reactor system. The geometry, of
particular interest here is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.la, which shows
cold fluid flowing up into a cylir, drical, ani_tropic porous medium formed by
a bank of vertical tubes, and then out around the lower circumference of the

cylinder. The introduction of cold fluid can then resu!t in stratification. Early
studies of stratified flow have considered two-dimensional flow of a stably
stratified fluid in a channel toward a line sink, as shown in Fig. 1.lb. Huber [1]
obtained an analytic solution for the case of two fluid layers of different
densities flowing toward a line sink, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. Based on inviscid
flow equations balancing inertia and gravity forces, he showed that a critical
flow rate exists where the lighter fluid ceases to flow and becomes stagnant.
Debler [2] performed experiments for the case of a linear density gradient in
the vertical direction at x=-,,,,, confirming the analytic prediction of Yih [3]
that stagnation and isolation of the upper lighter fluid occurs for Froude
numbers above a critical value. Fluid stagnation has important implications
for the effectiveness of systems for injecting neutron poison ink, since
stagnation at higher Froude numbers will trap ink and prevent removal from

O the system.
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Fig. 1.1 Stratified flow to a line sink in (b) rectangular coordinate system with
flow from x=-oo studied by Huber [1] and Debler [2], and in cylindrical
coordinates (a) studied here.

Under isothermal conditions, the moderator flow pattern in SRS reactors is
known to be up and over from full-scale experimental measurements made in
1959 [4]. These measurements have formed a basis for analysis and modeling
of the Supplementary Safety System (SSS) for ink poison injection. Recently,
questions have been raised about potential thermal buoyancy effects on the
moderator flow patterns. After ink injection occurs, the reactor power level
drops over a few seconds time. The temperature of the heavy water entering
the tank bottom also drops. At a nominal full power of l l00MW, the
temperature drops 25°C lower, and the heavy water becomes 1.2% denser.
Buoyancy creates a tendency for the cold water to flow under the light, hot
water above, creating a relatively stagnant region in the top of the tank.
Because previous tests were isothermal [4], the important role of buoyancy
effects was not addressed.

The maximum height to which the cold water can rise in SRS reactor tanks is
determined by the balance between hydrostatic forces, frictional pressure
drop and inertia. Peterson [5] derived steady-state analytical and transient
numerical models which balance buoyancy and radial friction forces, while
neglecting fluid inertia and secondary flow induced by sparjet injection and
septifoil cold water flow. The ink injection system is known to function
properly under full-flow, full-power conditions, from tests performed in 1975
[6]. A primary concern, however, has been system performance under
coastdown conditions after a loss of A.C. pumping power, due to the changing

flow patterns caused by increased buoyancy effects. Peterson [5] demonstrated
that the formation of stagnant regions and the larger ink residence time
substantially increase the total inventory of ink in the reactor during
coastdown. Because previously only the gross buoyancy-induced recirculation
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patterns have been modeled, a new code MODFLOW has been developed to
provide detailed information on flow patterns, stratification, and ink transport
rates.

1,3 ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION

In 1977, modeling of the SSS system was performed [7], using the GRASS
transient analysis system with a single-phase moderator flow model and two
different material transport models. The moderator flow was modeled as simple
potential flow, with flow potential varying linearly with velocity (Darcy flow),
as opposed to variation with the square of velocity (non-Darcian flow). Both
liquid inertia and buoyancy effects due to temperature gradients were
neglected. Ink injection was modeled using both finite-difference techniques
and a "marker particle" method. Finite difference techniques were found to
result in excessively high levels of numerical diffusion, giving physically
unrealistic results. The theory of these numerical diffusion effects is
discussed further by Peterson [5]. The 1977 study also employed a marker
particle method, dividing the injected ink into packets injected over each time
step, and then tracking the center point of each packet as it was transported
with the moderator flow. This Lagrangian method gave better results.

Accurate modeling of the moderator flow requires the simultaneous
consideration of momentum convection, inertia, friction, and buoyancy
forces. MODFLOW 2.0 provides accurate modeling by solving the complete two-
dimensional momentum and energy equations, based on porous media
modeling of the fuel assemblies. Currently the code also tracks the location of
injected ink plumes, but does not model the effects of plume buoyancy and
dispersion. Future work will incorporate more detailed models for plume
behavior. MODFLOW models moderator flow patterns and ink dispersion for
arbitrary flow histories, including full AC and pump coastdown flows.
Specifically, the code includes the following components:

1) Treats, in an integral and coupled manner, phenomena pertinent to the
quantification of moderator flow pattern and ink transport at various
flow rates and power conditions, from full AC flow to pump coastdown
flow rates.

2) The model is two-dimensional, azimuthally symmetric, with provisions for
(Items f, h, and i will be revised in a later version of MODFLOW):

a. varying grid spacing,

b. radial and axial flow resistance from fuel tubes,

c. fiuid inertia,

d. cold water addition, the code will use Lagrangian techniques
discussed below to track the resulting cold water front without
excessive numerical diffusion,

e. account for buoyancy effects due to the temperature gradient using
Lagrangian techniques to minimize numerical diffusion of the
vorticity generated at the hot/cold fluid interface,
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f. momentum addition from the sparjets (not in Version 2.0),

g. coastdown caused by loss of AC power,

h. septifoil cooling water flow (not in Version 2.0),

i. ink injection from the sparjets. Lagrangian methods for tracking
the ink plume is employed (Version 2.0 does not consider plume
buoyancy and dispersion mechanisms),

j. graphical presentation of flow velocity vectors and ink distribution,
for Macintosh-based systems.

3) The code has been preliminarily benchmarked against existing
experimental results for isothermal steady-state flow and test results for
ink injection in SRS reactors.

1.4 REFERENCES

1. Huber, D.G., "lrrotational Motion of Two Fluid Strata Towards a Line Sink,"
Journal of the Engineering Mechanics Division, Proceedings of the ASCE,
Vol. 86, pp. 71-86, 1960.

2. Debler, W.R., "Stratified Flow into a Line Sink," Journal of the
Engineering Mechanics Division, Proceedings of the ASCE, Vol. 85, pp.
51-65, 1959.

3. Yih, C.-S., "On the Flow of a Stratified Fluid," Proceedings 3rd U.S. National
Congress of Applied Mechanics, Providence, Rhode Island, pp. 857-861,
June 11-14, 1958.

4. DP-402, Circulation of Heavy Water Moderator in a Re_,ctor, H.E. Wingo,
November 1959.

5. SRL-SAG-90-0402, Buoyancy Effects on Ink Distributions Under A.C. and
Coast-Down Conditions, P.F. Peterson, July 10, 1990.

6. DPST-75-341, SSS Test Results, C.E. Ahifeld, May 8, 1975.

7. DPST-77-467, Grass Calculation of the SSS Test to Verify the Material

Transport Model, D.E. Hostetler, September 29, 1977.
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Chapter 2

PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS

The program MODFLOW calculates the moderator flow distribution in SRP
reactors, including the effects of inertia and stratification from buoyancy
forces. This chapter presents the physical models used to describe the system,
and from those models develops the finite-difference and Lagrangian
formulations used in MODFLOW.

2.1 OVERVIEW

At length scales smaller than the fuel assemblies of SRP reactors, flow patterns
are primarily turbulent and are quite complex. However, because the flow
resistance due to the fuel assemblies can be calculated using friction factors
and loss coefficients, it is possible to describe the bulk, average behavior of
the flow. This description in turn allows quantification of the effects of
buoyancy and stratification, and ultimately the calculation of the motion of
plumes of neutron poison injected into the reactor.

As the first step in modeling moderator flow, this chapter applies the formal
techniques of volume averaging to obtain averaged forms for the momentum
conservation equations. Nondimensionalization and scaling of these equations
identifies the primary parameters which govern the transient flow evolution
in SRP reactors: the Froude number and friction factors. The momentum
equations are then modified to a two-dimensional vorticity-Poisson equation
formulation, to permit numerical solution. Finite-difference forms of the
equations are then presented.

In upwind and other finite-difference numerical solutions, particularly for
transient problems, numerical diffusion can create unrealistic answers. This
effect was found to be strong for the problem of interest here, where a step
decrease in the moderator inlet temperature results in transient stratification.
Benchtop experiments have shown that the density interface remains sharp
and distinct, but finite-difference solutions cause the interface to diffuse and
become thick. Here a Lagrangian technique is applied to track the density
interface, eliminating the effect of numerical diffusion. This technique
requires a sharp interface, while the actual interface is distributed due to the
finite time period over which the temperature changes. The sharp interface
gives the earliest time for ink leaving the tank, and is thus conservative. The
code also has the capability to treat the temperature distribution in a finite-
difference manner, with a varying inlet temperature. With finite-difference
techniques, the numerical diffusion results in much larger ink residence
times.

Numerical diffusion also strongly impacts finite-difference solutions for
plume dispersion. Particularly on coarse grids, plumes will disperse much
more rapidly in a numerical solution than occurs physically. Here this
problem is eliminated by tracking the injected ink "packets" in a Lagrangian
manner. Currently buoyancy effects on the pl,._me are not considered, but a
later version will include a model for these effects.

Physical and Mathematical Models 2-1
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2.2 NOMENCLATURE

(Fortran variables used in MODFLOW are given in brackets [ ])

a finite difference influence coefficient [aep, a sp, . . . ]

Ar ratio of minimum radial area over total area, Eq. (11)

b finite difference coefficient [bz, bp]

c specific heat, J/kg°C (btu/lb°F)

Ci - constant for adjusting inlet velocity at node i [cvel(i)]

Dt - fuel outside diameter, m (in) [Dfuel]

Dh - hydraulic diameter, Eq. (9), m (in) [Ohydr]

fz - vertical friction factor [x fv]

F - force on porous medium, Eqs. (8) and (10)

Fr - Froude number, Eq. (22)

g - gravitational constant, m/s 2 (ft/s 2) [zgrav]

HT - tank height, m (ft) [Ht ank]

}In - nozzle height, m (ft) [Snoz]

keff- effective thermal conductivity, W/m°C (btu/hrft°F)

k r radial form loss coefficient [x fr]

K nondimensional loss coefficients, Eqs. (23) and (24)

M - number of vertical nodes [mhigh]

N - number of radial nodes [nwide]

Nt - number of tube bank rows [tubes]

p - pressure, kPa (psi)

q - source term, W/m 3 (btu/ft 3)

Q - total flow rate, m3/s (ft3/s)

r - radial coordinate, m (ft) [rad (i)]

. RT - tank radius, m (ft) [Rtank]

Re - Reynolds number, Eq. (21)

S - Stress tensor

Sc - length along density interface, m (ft)

St - fuel pitch, m (in) [Sfuel]

t time (sec) [t ime ]

T temperature (°C)

u - volume average radial velocity, m/s (ft/s) Iu(i, j)]

v volume average vertical velocity, m/s (ft/s) [v(i, j)]

O v velocity vector, m/s (ft/s)

Physical and Mathematical Models 2-2
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V volume, m3 (ft 3)

O Vo - inlet velocity at tank bottom, m/s (ft/s) [vbot]

W vorticity/radius, co/r (s" 1) [z e t a ]

z - vertical coordinate, m (ft) [z]

13 - coefficient of thermal expansion [B]

Z - heat flux vector W/m 2 (btu/ft2sec)

- dynamic viscosity, kg/ms (lb/ft s) [visc]

- vorticity, m/s (ft/s)

- void fraction [vo icl]

q-' - conserved quantity

_g - stream function, m s (ft s) [psi]

p - density, kg/m 3 (lb/ft3) [rho]

Subscripts

c cold, density interface

h hot

• i radial node number

| j vertical node number

k - density interface node number

e - east node (i-l)

f - fluid

n - north node (j+l)

o - inlet valuep - center node, Poisson equation

s - south node (j-l)

t - tube

T - tank

v vorticity equation

w - west node (i+l) ,,

x x-direction

y y-direction

Superscripts

|

* nondimensional quantity

n - previous time step

Physical and Mathematical Models 2-3
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2.3 VOLUME AVERAGING

In porous media like compact heat exchangers, regenerators, and fibrous
insulation, many of the mechanisms which govern the flow occur on scales
much smaller than the tube pitch or pore size. For large tube banks it is
computationally difficult to resolve flow details on these small scales. These
difficulties can be addressed using volume averaging and semi-empirical
closure relationships, such as friction and form loss coefficients. Traditional
analysis of flow and heat transport in porous media uses Darcian or slug-flow
models and neglects non-Darcian effects due to inertial convective forces. A
more fundamental basis for studying such flows can come from volume-
averaging techniques (Vafai and Tien [1], Slattery [2]). For porous media it
becomes useful to define a local volume average of a quantity q_ as

1 I w dV (2-1)
<W> ='_ Vr

where V is a volume around the point of interest, sufficiently large relative to
the tube spacing or pore size to permit averaging, and Vf is the fluid volume
inside the volume V. With the 'volume average of a divergence' theorem
(Whitaker [3], Slattery, [4]), the local volume averages of the mass, momentum,
and energy conservation equations for incompressible, transient flow
through a porous medium can be established as

V.<v> = 0 (2-2)

pf<(v.V) v> = -V<p>+l.tfV2<v>+F+pfg (2-3)

pfcf<v>.V<T> = -V.)_ +q (2-4)

where v is the flow velocity vector, pf the fluid density, P the fluid pressure, ktf
the fluid viscosity, cf the fluid specific heat, T the fluid temperature, and q a
source term. The effective heat flux vector, Z, is a complex function of the

; fluid and solid matrix thermal conductivity, solid matrix geometry, the local
velocity field, and the local temperature field.

Because the details of the velocity field are not known, it is assumed here that
volume average of the convective momentum terms can be approximated with
the convection of the volume-average momentum, that is, the left hand side of
Eq. (3) can be written

<v>

pf<(v.V) v> = pf(<v>.V) --_ (2-5)

introducing the void fraction _. The void fraction corrects the volume-

average velocity <v> to the average local velocity in the void space, due to the
second volume averaging required on the right hand side of Eq. (2-5),

Physical and Mathematical Models 2-4
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Vf r_Dt2

q_- V - 1-4St2sin6 0 (SRP triangular array)

r_Dt2

= 1-4-StxSty (Benchtop rectangular array) (2-6)

for tubes of diameter Dt with pitch St. The body force term F is given by

F = ._S . dA (2-7)
Ast

where S is the fluid stress tensor and Ast is the surface area inside the volume.
For flow in a tube bank the flow resistance is anisotropic. For turbulent flow
parallel to the tubes, the vertical body force component Fz can be
characterized by a friction factor fz

Fz = _p_f.fzvlvl
_2Dh 2 (2-8)

where the void fraction ,_ corrects vertical component v of the volume average

velocity <v> to the average vertical local velocity. The hydraulic diameter is
given

1
St 2 sin60 - _-r_Dt 2

Dh = 4 r_Dt (2-9)

The friction factor fz is given by [7]

fz = 0.184 Rex "0.20 Rez > 30,000

fz = 0.316 Rex "0.25 Rez < 30,000

where the vertical Reynolds number is given by Rez=pVmaxDh/It, with
Vmax=V/_.

For turbulent flow perpendicular to tube banks, the radial body force
component can be characterized by

.p__f_krNt______Ar2 ulul (2-10)
Fr = RT 2

where

Ar=St/(St- Dt)

is the ratio of the total flow area to the minimum radial flow area, u the radial

O component of the volume average velocity <v>, Nt the number of tube banks

Physical and Mathematical Models 2-5
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between the tank center and wall, and RT the tank radius. The graphical
radial form loss coefficient kr from Zukauskas [5] was fit by the equations

kr = 0.18 Rer > 200,000

kr = 4.233 Rer "0'268 200,000 > Rer > 6,000

kr = exp(4.028 - 1.118 ln(Rer) + 0.0635 (ln(Rer)) 2) 6,000 > Rer (2-11)

where _/ae radial Reynolds number is given by Rer=pUmaxDt/It, with

Umax=uSt/(St-Dt), for triangular arrys with St/D = 1.7. The code results are not
particularly sensitive to the friction factor value, and an option is provided to
use constant friction factors to speed calculation, if desired.

Physical and Mathematical Models 2-6
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2.4 MOMENTUM EQUATION NONDIMENSIONALIZATION

To derive scaling parameters to characierize the moderator flow, the volume-
averaged continuity, Navier-Stokes, and energy equations, Eqs. (2-2) to (2-4),
are nondimensionalized using the with the following characteristic
quantities,

u*= u/V o v *=v/V o P *=( P- Po)/P fV o2

z*=z/R T r* =r/RT t*=tVo/RT (2- 12)

"r*=±Tr--T_ , qRr
(Th-Tc) q = ptvf(Th-Tc) V'o'

where starred quantities are nondimensional,, r and z are the radial and axial
coordinates, u and v the radial and vertical components of the average velocity

<v>, t time, RT the tank radius, Vo=Q/r_RT 2 the average upward velocity of water
at t,he tank bottom, Po is the inlet pressure, and Th and Tc the initial hot
moderator and cold plenum temperatures. Incompressable mass continuity
can be written from Eq. (2-2) in cylindrical coordinates,

Z ar_l.t_uAav
r ar +-_-z=0 (2-13)

The Navier-Stokes equations for azimuthally symmetric flow, from Eqs. (2-3),
(2-5), (2-8), and (2-10), become

pfr'au au vaU'_ = a_p_ a a(ru) + . (2-14)
¢__'_" + u _ + az) "ar + tj. _ Or az2J RT 2

_(_ av av ) ao¢,_at + uatr + vg = az + pfl3(T-Tc)g

+ _t _ Or az2.J " ¢_2Dh 2 (2-15)

In the z-direction momentum equation the Boussinesq approximation for
buoyancy is introduced, noting that gravity g acts in the negative z direction,
with 13 being the coefficient of thermal expansion.

The energy equation, from Eq. (2-4), becomes

pf ct + u fftf + v = keff + az2.J + q (2-16)

where kerr is an effective thermal conductivity, including the porous matrix.
The inertia terms are divided by the void fraction to correct the area-average
velocity to the local average velocity of the moderator Now we proceed to
substitute in the nondimensional terms above, to obtain

Physical and Mathematical Models 2-7
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l_(r*v*) Ou*
+ =0 (2-17)r /gr*

[..... 1 3 1 8(r*u ) + ./gu* ,/gu* v,0U* _ + 2/gt* + u /gr* + _* - " ¢_/gr* _ _r* /gr* _--_j Kr (2-18)

 v_1*
v _, - /gz*/gt* +u /gr* + -- - " ¢ + FrT*

1 [i9 (__/9(r_)/92V *'] v*lv*l+ ReT Tr* /gr* ) + bz.2.1 " Kz 2 (2-19)

/_I'*___,/gq'"* ,_T*+v _ 1 [_ G%__(r* T *)'_ _2T *1 ,_t* +u _r* _z* PreffReT _ _r* ) + _-_'.] + q (2-20)

We have formed three groups of nondimensional parameters, which have the
names'

pfRTVo (2-21 )
Tank Reynolds Number: ReT- ¢_t

_RTIO(Th-T_)g. (2,.22)
• Froude Number: Fr= Vo 2
|

| Friction Factors' Kz=fzR/¢Dh (2-23)

'i Kr - krNt_Ar 2 (2-24)

Prandtl Number: Preff =pfcf_ (2-25)
keff

In SRP experiments with 3.5" diameter tubes [6] unsteady flow with large-scale
turbulence was observed, and sparger jets were required to produce an up and
over flow pattern. For the case of 4.1" diameter tubes on the same triangular
pitch, steady up-and-over flow was observed. This transition can be explained
from the balance of inertia and radial friction, as given by the
nondimensional radial loss coefficient Kr (just as the transition from laminar

to turbulent flow is given by the ratio between inertia and viscosity, the
Reynolds number). Because the form factor kr is only a weak function of
Reynolds number, taking values ranging from 0.15 to 0.4, the primary factor
determining the ratio between friction and inertia forces is the
nondimensional geometric quantity @Ar2. The radial friction factor is plotted

in Fig. 2.1 as a function of the fuel diameter to pitch ratio. As can be seen, as
the fuel diameter Dt increases, the relative effect of friction increases

strongly, reducing the relative importance of inertia and stabilizing the flow.

O
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Fig. 2.1 - Nondimensional radial loss coefficient Kr (balance between
friction and inertia) as a function of fuel diameter to pitch ratio,
with transition point from unsteady to steady flow observed in SRP
tests [6].

These nondimensional governing equations can be simplified by noting that
the Reynolds number based on the tank diameter is very large. This means
that the diffusion terms are negligible and can be eliminated from the
momentum equations, Eqs. (2-18,2-19), and energy equation, Eq. (2-20), giving

au* ,au* ,au* _p* u*tu*l
--+ --+ _ = -_ .-Kr (2-26)
at* u at* v &3z* Sr* 2

av_2*,0v_2v,aV_2* +, wr*-Kzv*lv*,
at* + uar* + az* = "q_ az* _ (2-27)

/fir'* ,bi'* ,EI'* , (2- 28 )
at* +u a-_+v 37 =q

This implies that the key parameters to match to obtain similitude are the
Froude number and the two friction factors.

0
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2.5 NUMERICAL FORMULATION

Here a mass conservation satisfying finite-difference form of the Poisson
equation is derived in cylindrical coordinates. The stream function V gives
velocities

u = r 3z v = -r0r (2-29)

which automatically satisfy mass conservation,

0v
=0 (2-3o1r Or

The stream function can then be coupled with the definition of vorticity to
obtain Poisson's equation,

5u _Sv
co = 5---z 5r

-1o_Lv_ (2-31)= r Oz2

The boundary conditions on the Poisson equation come from the normal
velocities. These boundary conditions are

= 0 at 0<r<RT, z=HT (2- 32)v=0 Or

v=Vo _ - -rVo at 0<r<RT, z=0 (2- 33 )c3r-

nRT 2 _ Vo RT2
u=Vo 2zRTHn _z = 2Hn at r=-RT, 0<z<Hn (2-34)

u=0 _ 0 at r=RT, Hn<Z<HT (2-35)_z =

u=0 _- 0 at r=0, 0<z<H T (2-36)3z-

where Hn is the outlet nozzle height and HT the tank height.

®
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Vo
Fig. 2.2 Finite-difference grid for MODFLOW.

The numerical scheme employs a uniform rectangular grid with staggered
velocity nodes as shown in Fig. 2.2a. The velocities can be written in finite-
difference form as

1 2

ui,j = riAz (_i,j+l - Vi,j) vi,j = 2 2 (_i,j - _i+l,j) (2-37)
(ri+ 1" ri)

so that any distribution xlti,j will identically satisfy mass conservation,

2 2
2nAz(ri+lUi+l,j - riui,j) + n(ri+ 1 - ri)(vi,j+l - vi,j) = 0 (2-38)

In cylindrical coordinates the mass conserving finite-difference form of
Poisson's equation is then

Physical and Mathematical Models 2-11
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1 I(W'i.i+l-Wi.i) (Wi.i" Wi,j'l) 1(Oi,j = -- _ _ . -AZ riAz riAz

2 ['(_gi+l.i-_gi.i) (_gi,j-_ti,l,j)l (2-39)
2- 2-- : 2

L ( ri+l" ri) ( ri " ri- 1)

or simplifying,

At I( 1
(oi,jArAz = _(_i,j+l-2yi,j+_gi,j.1) +2Az (_i+l.i-Yi.i) (_gi,i-_i-l.i)- - - 2 2 - (2-40)

ri,Sz r2+l" r2) ( ri" ri-1)

The Poisson equation can then be written implicitly in terms of influence
coefficients as

n+l n+l n+l n+l n+l

app _t i,j = ape _gi+l,j + apw _gi-l,j + apn _i,j+l + aps _i,j-1 + bp (2-4.1)

where

2Az 2Az
- apw = 2 2 (2-42)

ape- (r_+l- r_) (ri'ri-1)

Ar

apn = aps = riAz app = ape + apw + apn + aps (2-43)

n+l

bp = o_i,j ArAz (2-44)

In finite-difference form, the boundary conditions become

_,i,N=0 for i = 1 to M (2-45)

C__k_ 2 2
_i,1 =_i-l,1 - 2 (ri+l" ri) fori=2toM (2-46)

_M,j=0 for j = 2 to N (2-47)

_gl,j=0 for j = 1 to N (2-48)

where M is the number of radial nodes and N the number of vertical nodes,
and it is assumed that Az>_.Hn, such that Eq. (2-34) is represented by the change

in _ from node M,1 to node M,2. The value of _ choosen at the solid boundaries
is arbitary, and is given as zero here. The factor Ci adjusts the nominal inlet
velocity Vo to the actual value at the node i. MODFLOW normalizes Ci such that

2 2
_Ci(r2+ 1" ri)=RT '

For any given distribution of vorticity, oi,j, it is then possible to solve the set

of equations (2-41) to (2-48) to obtain the stream function, and in turn thevelocity distribution through equation (2-37).

Physical and Mathematical Models 2-12
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Expressions for the vorticity can be derived by considering _he axial and
radial momentum conservation equations, (2-14) and (2-15). When cross-
differentiated and subtracted, dropping the diffusion terms due to the high
assumption of a high tank Reynolds number ReT which makes these terms
negligible, and the definition for vorticity, equation (2-31), is inserted, the
result is

3t + ru r +v-3--z-z

¢3--_3 f(___h v Ivl)2 _zzk,_ (krN_*Ar2 ulRT _ I)= " z " #g (13T) (2-49)

The boundary conditions for the vorticity equation are simple, because the
governing equation form (Euler equation) has no diffusive terms and thus
only the inlet boundary needs to be specified,

co= 0 at z=0 (2-50)

Flow exits the end fittings of the fuel elements in a radial symmetric pattern,
and thus radial momentum addition is cancelled, creating a upward and
outward flow pattern. From the porous media perspective, the inlet flow can
be viewed as a distributed source across the tank bottom. The flow entering
the bottom of the tank is irrotational, and thus the only vorticity in the flow is
generated by the tube bank frictional resistance and buoyancy due to
temperature gradients.

The vorticity equation can be put in finite-difference form with the uniform
rectangular grid shown in Fig. 2.2b using implicit upwind differencing,
defining

¢0=W+Y (2-51)

Here the vorticity distribution generated by the distributed friction resistance,
W, is calculated using a standard upwind finite-difference approximation. The
component of vorticity generation by buoyancy, Y, is calculated using either
Lagrangian or finite-difference methods, and the results of the two
techniques compared. Lagrangian treatment of buoyancy-generated vorticity
at the density interface decreases numerical diffusion effects. The upwind
explicit finite-difference formulation of Eq. (2-49) employed for vorticity
transport has the form

n+l wn+l W n W n W n W n n W n
a vp i,j = ave i+l,j + avw i-l,j + avn i,j+l + avs i,j-1 +avp i,j + bv (2-52)

where the influence coefficients are given by

n ri'l/2Ui-1/2.J
ave -- max 0 ri+l/2Ui+l/2'J avw = max 0

' zXr ri+ 1 zXr ri. 1 j
|
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O arn = max 0 - avs = max 0, _ (2-53)' Az )

n+l 1 n 1 ri+l ri-1
=_ ----" " ave " _ avw " arn " avs

a vp At avp At r i r i

( n I n Ivn Iv,, v
1 fn v i,j t.k_ f n i-l,j i-l.i

bv= _DhA r zi,j 2 " zi-l,j 2

n I larl IU ,
Nt00Ar2 , n u i_ t.i n i.i-1 .. i.i'l

- ' RTAz Kri,j 2 - " kri,j-1 - 2 -

n)2Ar i+l,j" Ti-l,j

When the vorticity generated by buoyancy at the density interface, is tracked
separately in a Lagrangian manner (discussed in section 2,7), the last term of
the expression for by is not required. The convective velocities are
interpolated,

Ui+l/2, j = 0.25 (ui,j+ui,j.l+Ui+l,j+Ui+l,j.l) (2-54)

vi,j+l/2 = 0.25 (vi,j+Vi.l,j+vi,j+l+Vi.l,j+l) (2-55)

and the boundary condition is

Wi, l=0 for i = 1 to M (2-56)

2.6 PARTICLE TRACKING

Both fluid particles and the hot/cold water interface are tracked in a
Lagrangian manner with a simple subroutine. The new location of a particle
is found from the old location, based on an interpolated value for the radial
and vertical velocities, Uave and Vave,

n + 1 n Uave At-- r +-- (2-57)
r P P

n+ 1 n Vave At
z = z + (2-58)

P P

where the void fraction ¢_ is introduced to correct the volume-average velocity
to the local average velocity between the tubes. The expression for the local
average velocity results from considering the time required to displace the

O liquid in a volume V with area A and length L. The quantity of liquid to be

Physical and Mathematical Models 2-14
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displaced is then Vr=eV=CAL. The time required to displace the liquid depends
on the flow rate, Q=vA,

t = A.qLA.L. (2-59)vA
,,

The velocity with which the liquid front moves through the volume, and thus
the velocity a particle would have, is then given by

L v (2-60)
Veff- t - 00

This agrees with the expectation that the actual velocity in the space between
the tubes will be greater than the volume average velocity.

The radial average velocity, Uave, is found by linear interpolation as
shown in Fig. 2.3a, using

i=int + 1 j=int _+ 0 5AZ

ri - (i-l) Ar zj = (j-0.5) Az

n n
r z

- - --P-- (j-o.5)--P-- (i-I) Czr = -crr - Ar Az

Uave =(ui,j(1-Crr)+ui+l,jCrr)(1-Czr)+ (ui,j+l(l-Crr)+Ui+a,j+lCrr) Czr (2-61)

The vertical average velocity, Vave, is found by linear interpolation as

shown in Fig. 2.3b, using

i= int + 0.5 j = int + 1

ri = (i-0.5) Ar zj = (j-l) Az

13 n
/,

__a. (j-1)- -_-" (i-0.5) Czz = AzCrz -Ar "

+ Crz

@

!1
II

O
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Radial particlevelocity Vertical particle velocitY
n n

r rp _..
_.._ . P ,,.._ ..- ¢CrzAr

•--- r I

rl _"A_ CrrAr0 ' i _ _"_

_..

¢ ) ( ----()

I'_. 1 Ut+l,j+1 vi,j+1 Vi+l,j+l

• "_ I -ql_ _ •

CzrkZ ( n S- ) ()' - ()
z Vl,j Vi+l ,j

n _f P Zi
--- -.1_ -41)-

Zp _,

zi Ui,j Ui+I,j

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.3 Node system showing interpolation process for determining the

velocity of a particle at point rn'e z_.

2.7 DENSITY INTERFACE VORTICITY GENERATION

The density interface generates vorticity due to the difference in
" density of the fluids on the top and bottom. Because the diffusion of vorticity

d is small compared to convection, vorticity is convected along the interface.
This can be seen by considering the generation and transport of vorticity
from buoyancy forces,

a---t-+ ru + v -_z = - (l)g_rr (13T) (2-63)

or

%
a__YY aY aY _uuy . _g arr (13T)at + u a-r + ") _z =r

This in turn can be expressed in a Lagrangian manner,

DY U_y . _g __.a..D---_= r ?'r (13T) (2-64)

where the 'vorticity component Y=tOb results from buoyancy forces alone. By

tracking discrete points along the density interface using Eqs. (2-57) and (2-
"--- 58), tracking the vorticity at each of these points is also straight forward,

O using Eq. (2-64) to calculate the generation by buoyancy and the effect of
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stretching with radial motion. Referring to Fig, 2.4, the vorticity existing at
the line segment between interface nodes k-1 and k is related to the local
interface slip velocity, AU ck, by

Au Av

Y = COb= AHck-ARck

(AR__B1 AH k 1)= AUck_ASck AHck + ASc'k

- ARckAHck_,ASck + ASckJ

- AUckASck (2-65)
- ARckAHck ,

The vorticity added to any control volume in the finite difference formulation
used to obtain the velocity field can then be found by summation over the
segments within a distance of +Ar/2 and +az/2 of the node i,j,

X aUckaS.¢_kkYi,j = CrCz ARckAHck AAi,j

-  r@zX- CrCz AUckASck

where AAck=aRckAHck is the area associated with the interface segmen;, k,

zXAi,j =ArAz the control volume area, and Cr and Cz linear interpolation
constants which are based on the location of the interface segment. For

example, for a segment located at a radius Rc,k-l/2 'between finite-difference
nodes i and i+l,

ri..l - (R_;k + R_,k,1)/2 Zj.l - (Hck + He.k, 1)/2

Cr -- " ri+l - ri - Cz = Zj+l - zj -- (2-67)

The finite difference form of Eq. (2-64) then looks like

n+l U n)
AS_k AU_ - A _x_k u AS_k A n 0gl3AT

ARckAHck At = Rc,k-1/2ARckAHck Uck" ARck (2-68)

where AT is the total temperature change, or noting that uAt=rn+l-r n,

A .n+l = A n / Rck + R n
c,k-1

U ck Uck /--n+i- n - CgI3ATAt (2-69)

,,R ck + Rc,k-1
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Thus the slip velocity zXUc at any location along the interface changes due to
outward radial motion and buoyancy effects.

Rck _1

-

%,k-llr-
Fig. 2.4 Vorticity generation over a portion of the interface.

III

The initial interface condition, at the time that the dense fluid first appears at
the bottom, is given by

II
I

AUck = 0 Hck = 0

I Rcl = 0 Rck = Rc,k-1 + RT/(Mc-1) (2-70)

i where Mc is the number of interface nodes (50 used here). The initial

interface node locations are spaced uniformly across the tank bottom. The
node locations are then shifted using Eqs. (2-57) and (2-58) for a time step, and
the new values of the interface slip AU ck calculated using Eq. (2-69). Because
some interface nodes are convected out of the tank, linear interpolation along
the interface is used to shift the interface nodes backwards, This shifting

- procedure involves first calculating the length of the interface between the
tank center and the tank exit,

kt

= _ ASck (2-71)Sc
k=l

where kt is the last node remaining inside the tank. Linear interpolation then
provides new values of Rc, Hc, and AUc, with uniform spacing along the
interface at intervals ASc,new = Sc/Mc.

2.8 TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION FORMULATION

With a fully Lagrangian solution for the stratification interface, the energy
equation (2-28) is solved by tracking the location of the interface, because
with the negligible physical diffusion indicated by scaling, the temperatures
remain distinct on each side of the interface. The code also provides the

I capability to use finite-difference methods to solve for energy transport,
allowing a variable inlet temperature to be specified. In this case, the finite-
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difference equations take the same form as those for vorticity, with zero

O source terms, Eq. (2-52). ,,
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Chapter 3

MODFLOW CODE STRUCTURE

MODFLOW is written in Fortran, and is compiled using Mactran Plus Version 4.0
for use on the Macintosh computer. The main body of the code is written in
standard Fortran, and thus can be run generically on a variety of platforms.
Two subroutines (hello.f and vplot.f) use special commands to access the
Macintosh Toolbox, permitting interactive operation of the program and
graphical output. Input to the program is provided through an input data
deck, 'modflow.in', and output is shown graphically. Velocities and ink packet
locations are recorded at intervals specified by the user and stored in a file
'modflow.out'. This chapter describes the numerical methods used to solve the
governing equations given in Chapter 2, and outlines the architecture of
MODFLOW. Appendix A provides a full source listing for MODFLOW.

3,1 SOLUTION METHODS

MODFLOW employs primarily explicit techniques for solving the governing
equations presented in Chapter 2. The equations solved are:

Plume Transport - the locations of the ink packets are determined explicitly at
each new time step, using the previous position and interpolated values for the
veJocity at the previous time step with equations (2-57) to (2-62).

Energy Transport - ei_.ergy transport i_ solved in one of two ways. In methods
1 and 2, the density interface location is tracked in the same manner as the ink
packets (equations 2-57 to 2-62). In method 3, a finite difference formulation
is applied, using similar transport equations to those applied for vorticity
transport (equations 2-52 to 2-55).

Vorticity Transport the transport of vorticity, equations (2-52) to (2-55), is
solved explicitly at each new time step based on the velocity and vorticity
distribution at the previous time step. Vorticity generated by the tube bank is
solved using a finite-difference formulation. Vorticity generated by
buoyancy forces at the density interface is either included in the finite-
difference solution (methods 2 and 3) or is solved for in a Lagrangian manner
(method 1) using equations (2-65) to (2-70).

Poisson Equation - the Poisson equation for the stream function (equations
(2-41) to (2-44)) is solved by successive over relaxation at each new time step,
based on the newly calculated vorticity distribution, From the stream function
solution, the new velocity field is determined.

3,2 PROGRAM ARCHITECTURE

MODFLOW consists of a main program and several subroutines. The program
and subroutine names are listed in Table 3.1, with a brief description of the
purpose of each.

ii MODFt..OW Code Structure _-i
i
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Table 3.1 - MODFLOW r...p.L_lram and subroutines.
Name Purpose

modflow.f main program - accepts data input, initializes variables,
and iterates through time steps, solving for the
temperature distribution, ink packet locations, vorticity
distribution, stream function, velocity components, and
writing output to file 'modflow.out'.

readin.f data input reads in data from file 'modflow.in' and
removes comment statements.

hello.f initial window - uses Macintosh Toolbox calls to generate
' initial "hello" window.

'

init.f initial velocity distribution if specified, reads data from
an input file for the initial velocity distribution. Saves
time by preventing the need to run to steady-state
conditions each time the program is called.

vplot control window uses Macintosh Toolbox to generate the
control window and graphics.

cldfrt.f cold water interface - subroutine to shift the cold water
interface in a Lagrangian manner.

move.f move a point - shifts an ink packet or cold water interface
point to a new location.

fric.f friction factors - calculates friction factors based on the

local Re nolds number.

Figure 3.1 shows the flow diagram for solving the coupled momentum, energy,
and mass transport problem with the MODFLOW code. Three solution methods
are provided. Method 1 is recommended as providing the minimum numerical
diffusion. For long time periods, Method 1 can become unstable when the top
region becomes fully stagnant and the interface begins to level out. The
additional numerical diffusion from Method 2 stabilizes the solution for longer
time periods, providing improved results at longer times. Method 3, which is
fully finite-difference, is stable, but shows large numerical viscosity. Method
1 predicts the earliest times for ink exiting the tank, and thus provides the
most conservative prediction of the stratification effects.

| 3.3 PROGRAM MAINTENANCE

i The MODFLOW code is extensively commented to aid review, revision, and
updating, Because the code will be ultimately used for a variety of problems
where additional routines will be required, such as particle transport
problems, the code is designed such that these additions can be made easily.
Nonstandard Fortran routines for accessing the Macintosh toolbox are
confined to two subroutines, such that programmers familiar with the Fortran
language can make additions to the code.

I O MODFLOW Code Structure 3-2
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Fig. 3.1 Flow diagram for MODFLOW.
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O Chapter 4

USER GUIDE

MODFLOW is a particularly simple program to use, due to its interactive user
interface. Input to the program is provided by the input data deck
'modflow.in' and output is generated graphically on the screen, as well as
being written to the file 'modflow.out.' The user interface allQ,vs the problem
to be modified as the program is _ning, so that the engineer can test the
effects of changing the flow rate, injecting cold water, or starting the ink
plume.

4.1 THE USER INTERFACE

When run on a Macintosh II computer, MODFLOW provides a graphical user
interface to provide more information about the flow pattern and the ink
distribution. The interface also allows the user to interact directly with the

program, starting ink flow, changing flow rates, and performing other
functions. Figure 4.1 shows the interface. The following paragraphs describe
the purpose and use of each of the interface components, with numbers
referring to Fig. 4.1.

1. Graphics - MODFLOW shows graphically the velocity vectors, the location
of the cold front interface, and the ink plume distribution.

SRSMODERATORFLOWVER. 2.1 CURRENTTIME 20.00sec
********SRL-SAG6/10/91******** TIME STEPSIZE .025sec

FLOW RATE149886. gpm
COLDWATERIN, DENSITY= 1.20%

GO QUIT }_i

I I •

/ DECREASEFLOW t,_ _J_T

,Nc.E.sEr.ow ExPtoo )
/ "_ SCALE:2.0ft/sec/

/ _ (_i,,_ CONSTRNTFRICTION

lt
Fig. 4.1 The MODFLOW user interface.
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2. Status Report - The current time, time step size, flow rate, and the
difference in density between the hot and cold water are displayed.

O
3. GO Button - Clicking this button starts the program running. The button

changes to a PAUSE button, which can be clicked to stop operation, such
that the window can be examined, other functions picked, and the window
can be printed. Reclicking the GO Button starts MODFLOW running again.

4. XALVF/DOUBLI: TIMIr STEP Buttons - These buttons change the time step size.

5, DFCREASE/INCR_'ASE FLOW Buttons - These buttons change the flow rate.

6. QUIT Button - This button stops MODFLOW.

7. STflRT C0flST DOWN Button - This button initiates a steady decrease in the
flow rate, given by the coast-down information provided in the input
deck 'modflow.in'. The time at which coast-down starts can also be set

directly in the input deck.

8. START INK Button - This button initiates the flow of ink into the reactor, at
the locations and rates set in the input deck 'modflow.in'. The time at
which ink injection starts can also be set directly in the input deck.

9. STflRT COLD WATER Button - This button initiates the flow of cold water into
the bottom of the reactor. The time at which cold water starts can also be

set directly in the input deck.

10. CONSTANT FRICTION Check Box When this box is checked, constant
friction factor values taken from the input data deck 'modflow.in' are
used to speed computation. When the box is not checked, the values are
calculated based on the local Reynolds number.

11. Scale - The scale for the magnitude of the velocity vectors.

12. Ink location - This box appears at the time that ink first leaves the reactor
tank, and indicates the location of the ink front in the exterior piping.
When ink returns to the reactor, the box changes to say 'ink arrived.'

13. PRINT Button - This button causes the window to be printed on the

currently selected output device.

14. !NF0 Button This button provides additional information about the
program.

15. S flVF Button - This button allows the current velocity distribution to be
saved in a file. When this file is listed in the input deck 'modflow.in', the
program will start with this flow distribution. This button is useful for
saving a steady-state flow distribution for starting of transient analysis
problems.
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4.2 THE DATA INPUT DECK

The data input deck 'modflow,in' provides the i_lput information required to
run modflow. Appendix B shows an example input data deck. Each item in the
deck is fully commented, so that the deck can be modified and rerun to test
different problems.

@
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Chapter 5

PRELIMINARY CODE ASSESSMENT

This chapter compares the results of MODFLOW 2.0 to isothermal tests made in
1959 and tests of the SSS system made in 1975. This data is considered
nonqualified since it was obtained in accordance with less strigent QA
requirements. Therefore, this comparison is provided to only indicate the
similarities between MODFLOW and existing test data•

5.1 COMPARISON WITH 1959 ISOTHERMAL FLOW TESTS

Figure 5.1 shows the steady-state velocity distribution predicted by MODFLOW
2.0 under the conditions examined in a 1959 test of flow in a full-scale 1/6
sector mockup of an SRP reactor [1, 2]. Figure 5.2 shows the velocity
distribution mat was measured during the test• The test results examined here
were for the case of 4.2" diameter fuel assemblies on 7.0" centers. In the
experiment the magnitude and direction of the local moderator velocities were
determined by observation of dye traces through a large plexiglas window in
the flat wall of the mockup• A concentrated solution of potassium
permanganate was injected into the mockup in short bursts through a long
probe that was inserted through openings in the plenum between fuel
assemblies. The small eddies formed by injection of the dye were observed and
timed with a stopwatch as they passed between reference points in the tank.

SRSMODERATORFLOWVER.2.0 CURRENTTIME 2.00sec
********SRL-SAG6/10/91******** TIME STEPSIZE .0255ec

• • 15 TOTALFLOW RATE138000. gpm• ,.,,,, •

I # . _- .e . . •

0,25 ft/s 0,29 0.29 0,20 Steady-StateResultsfor 1959Test Conditions
6 t • e • - •

'''''-', { oo } I °°,, 1
I I I / ,, . , \

to. I C 1ii' 1 DOUBLETIME STEP STARTINK

" II/.\ 1- 1 /., 1{ / ,,
1.7; i._ _ .2_ i 5 SCAtE:_2,0ft/sec

2 / /, r] CONSTANTFRICTION

/l
l
/ { PRINT }

0 4

: Fig. 5.1 Velocity distribution predicted by MODFLOW 2,0 for 1959 testt

conditions.
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Agreement between the _results of MODFLOW 2.0 and the 1959 test is good.
Disagreement occurs nea_x the centerline of the tank, where higher velocities
were measured in the exloeriment. This effect is attributed to the walls of the
test apparatus. Because the flat walls are close to the fuel assemblies, they
block the radial flow of water, while at the same time the area available for
vertical flow is larger. In tube assemblies, horizontal flow tends to channel
between tubes, while vertical flow occurs in the shadows behind tubes.
Vertical flow is promoted near the flat walls, because the regions behind tubes
near the flat walls are protected from horizontal flow. The instrument tubes
in the middle region of the tank create another radial flow resistance,
promoting vertical flow near the tank centerline. The vertical velocities
predicted across the bottom ,of the tank, 2.71 ft/s, are lower than the 3ft/s value
measured. However, this iis well within experimental accuracy, remembering
that measurements were madt,e with a stopwatch, over a time period well under
one second in high velocity regions.
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Fig. 5.2 Experimentally measured velocity distribution from 1959 isothermal
test [2].
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O 5.2 COMPARISON WITtt 1975 SSS SYSTEM TEST

In 1975 the SSS system of the C reactor was tested at approximately 60% of full
power, or at approximately 1200MW. At a total moderator flow rate of
150,000gpm, activation of the SSS system resulted in a rapid 30°C decrease in
the temperature of the heavy water entering the bottom of the reactor [1],

At approximately 17.4 seconds after initiation of ink injection a positive period
of about 4.5 sec was detected by the period monitor and a scram occurred
which inserted the safety rods. A report [3] states that "ali of the top detectors
are in relatively high concentrations of poison and consequently the safety
rod entry is not clearly distinguished. However, in Gangs II, III, *and the
buckled zone the bottom detectors clearly show a sharp flux decrease at about
18 sec. Relatively small concentrations of poison occur in the regions until
after about 26-30 seconds when recirculation occurs."

Figures 5.3 through 5.6 show the MODFLOW 2.0 simulation of the 1975 SSS
system test, for two different flow rates and bottom inlet flow distributions.
From steady state conditions, ink is injected at time 0.8 sec. Simultaneously at
0.8 sec the inlet water temperature is assumed to drop, consistent with the
rapid drop in reactor power noted in the test [3]. The range of conditions
studied are tabulated in Tables 5.1. In the C reactor charge the core is

symmetrically equivalent in 1200 increments, versus 60° increments for the K
reactor. Thus the outlet nozzles see one of two possible bottom flow
distributions, given as Case 1 and Case 2 in Table 5.2. Figure 5.7 shows results
calculated using a fully finite-difference solution, with the inlet temperature
decaying over a 10 second period [1]. Thus the excessive numerical diffusion,
even for this relatively fine grid, causes ink to remain in the tank long after it
had returned to the tank in the 1975 test.

The predicted ink distributions in Figures 5.3 through 5.6 compare well with
the neutron fluxes observed in the experiment. The resulting flow patterns
are relatively insensitive to the bottom flow distribution, though total flow
rate is important, particularly since it also modifies the hot/cold density
difference, for a given power level. MODFLOW predicts that ink leaves the
reactor between 17.9 and 21.4 seconds, and returns to the reactor after

traveling through the external piping at between 29.6 and 32.6 seconds, In the
test, a strong decrease in flux was observed at 30 sec, corresponding well to the
predictions of MODFLOW. The ink distribution in the reactor changes rapidly
in the period from 10 sec to 18 sec, due to the effects of stratification. This
distribution change may explain the scram which occurred at 17.4 seconds.

At time periods longer than 30 seconds, with the Lagrangian method MODFLOW
does suffer from numerical instability, when the interface begins to become
level and vorticity at the interface is no longer convected from the tank. In
experiments in a rectangular geometry [5], convective mixing and waves were
observed at the interface near the wall where the numerical instability

occurs. In the physical system, these waves dissipate, but in MODFLOW the
waves are constrained to a wavelength corresponding to the grid spacing, and
thus instability occurs. Because the instability occurs after recirculating ink
has returned to the tank, it is not of importance in assessing the SSS
performance.
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Fig. 5.4 MODFLOW 2.0 simulation of 1975 SSS system test results, for flow rate
of 354.12 ft3/s, .flow distribution Case 2.
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Fig. 5.6 MODFLOW 2.0 simulation of 1975 SSS system test results, for_ flow rate
of 336.92 ft3/s, flow distribution Case 2,
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Fig. 5.7 MODFLOW 2.0 simulation using fully finite-difference solution of
1975 SSS syst,_:a test results, :ior flow rate of 35,*.12 ft3/s, flow
distribution Case 1.

Figure 5.8 shows shows times at which ink first was detected by conductivity
meters during the 1975 test [4]. In the test, ink was observed at the top, outer
region of the tank at 7 and 10 seconds, earlier than occurs in the simulation.
This effect may be due to the fact that MODFLOW Version 2.0 neglects the spar
jet injection. The appearance near the outlet nozzle at 15 sec occurred 1 to 3
seconds earlier than predicted by MODFLOW. The appearance of recirculated
material near the bottom at 27 seconds is also 2 to 5 seconds faster than

predicted by MODFLOW, again po_sibly influenced by the neglecl'.ion of spar jet
injection effects.
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Fig. 5.8 - Ink arrival times measured during 1977 SSS system test [4].

5.3 PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR K.REACTOR COASTDOWN CASE

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show ink distributions predicted under flow coast-down
conditions for the K-ceactor. The K-reactor differs from the C-reactor tested
in 1975 in that the tank has a smaller diameter and the bottom inlet flow

distribution is more uniform. In the case presented here, coastdown occurs
from an initial power level of 1100 MW, with ink injection occuring at 4.82
seconds, and cold water appearing at the tank bottom at 5.5 seconds. Due to the
coastdown, stratification effects are increased substantially, and ink is trapped
more effectively in the top region of the reactor. This substantiates previous
calculations showing that larger ink inventories remain in the reactor during
a flow coastdown, improving performance of the SSS system.

Figure 5.9 presents results based on a finite-difference calculation of vorticity
transport (Method 2), while Figure 5.10 shows results based on a Lagrangian
treatment of the vorticity transport (Method 1). In both cases, numerical
instability was observed when the upper region became fully stagnant and the
interface approached a level condition, and the calculation was terminated.
This instability occurred earlier for the Lagrangian method, which more
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accurately models slip at the interface and thus predicts that the upper region
becomes stagnant at an earlier time.

The numerical results show a relatively narrow plume. In reality, the plume
diameter will 'be larger due to dispersion effects. Additionally, the ink is
injected radially from the spar jets, and thus is spread over a larger diameter,
increasing the size of the plume.
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Fig. 5.8 MODFLOW 2.0 simulation of K-Reactor ink distribution during coast-
down from l l00MW power level, using finite-difference solution for
vorticity.
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Fig. 5.9 MODFLOW 2.0 simulation of K-Reactor ink distribution during coast-
down from II00MW power level, using Lagrangian solution for
vorticity.
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APPENDIX A

MODFLOW 2.0 PROGRAM LISTING

MODFLOW.f
c

c MODFLOW.f - Version 2.0 June I0, 1991 P.F. Peterson U.C.Berkeley

c

c Modflow calculates flow and temperature distributions in an SRP reactor

c when cold fluid is injected into the reactor tank.

c

c Modflow calculates the transient flow distribution based on a finite

c difference solution of the momentum equation with buoyancy effects.

c

c INPUT VARIABLES

c

c Qin -total input flow rate, ft3/s

c BdT - thermal expansion coefficient*temperature difference

c delt - time step, s

c tink - time of ink injection, s

c tcold - time of step change in bottom temperature, s

c tma× - maximum time period for calculation, s
c mwide -number of radial nodes

c nhigh - number of vertical nodes
c

c cvel(i) - array of mwide-i values for relative bottom inlet flow rate

c

c mcoast - 0 = constant flow rate

c 1 = coastdown from initial flow Qin, using curve in file 'coast.in'

c

c coast(l,k) - time from file 'modflow.in', s

c coast(2,k) - percent of original flow, from file 'modflow.in'
c

c tjet(1) - time for ink jet injection from file 'modflow.in' , s

c fjet(jet,l) - flow rate of Jet at time tjet(1), gal/sec (undilluted)

c hjet(lJet) - height of ink packet /Jet, ft

c rjet(ljet) - radius of ink packet l iet, ft

c sjet(ljet) - size of ink packet ljet, gal (undilluted)

c

c PROGRAM VARIABLES

c

c Hc(i) - height of cold moderator interface point, ft

c Rc(i) - radius of cold moderator interface point, ft

c Htank - height of moderator, ft

c Rtank - reactor tank radius, ft

c Atank - total area of reactor tank, ft

c Dfuel - diameter of fuel assemblies, in

c Sfuel - pitch of fuel assemblies, in

c Arstar - ratio of minimum radial flow area to total area.

c void - void fraction.

c Vext - external piping volume (ft3)

c time - time, sec

c ntime - total number of time steps

c rad(i) - radius of nodes, ft

c

parameter (nmax = 41,mmax = 81, inkmax=981)

character*80 words, runtit

character* 12 init fl

character*f2 filein, filout

dimension u(0:nmax,mma×),v(0:nmax,mmax),

* t (0 :nmax, 0 :mmax) ,told (0 :nmax, 0 :mma×) ,psi (0 :nmax, mmax) ,

* zeta(O:nmax,O:mmax), zold (0:nmax, 0 :mma×), zgrav (0:n_;_a×,0 :mma×),

* bz (nmax, mma×),

* anspl (nmax), aepl (nina×) ,awpl (nma×) ,

* bp (nma×, mma×) ,appl (nmax),

* rad (0 :nina×), dR2 (0 :nina×), dArea (0: r_a×),dVol (0 :nmax) ,

* Hc(0:125) , Rc(0: 125) ,Uc (0:125),

* Hcold(0 :i00), Rcold (0 :i00) ,Ucold (0 :i00),

MODFLOW 2.0 Program Listing A-I
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* vrhot (nmax) ,vrcold(nmax) ,coast (2, i00) ,btemp(2, i00) ,

* t Jet (21), f Jet (7, 21), rjett (7), hjett (7),

* h jet (inkmax), r jet (inkmax), s Jet (inkmax),

* cvel (nmax)

common /vel/u, v

common /temper/t, told

common /flow/psi, zeta, zold

common /grav/zgrav

common /cold/Hc, Rc, Uc

common /ccold/Hcold, Rcold, Ucold

common /inkk/hJet, rJet,sjet,nJet

c

c read in input information from file 'modflow.in'

c

filein = 'modflow.in'

filout = 'modflow.out'

call readin(nnnn, fileln, filout)

read(3,'(A) ') runtit

read (3,*) NWIND,Qinx, topflo, BdT, delt

read(3,*) nsolve,vorfac, ncoord, vscale

read (3,*) initl

read (3,' (A) ') initfl

read(3,*) Jtime, jink,mcoast,tink,tcold,tmax

read(3,*) mwide, nhigh

read(3,*) errmax, Htank, Rtank,tubes,Dfuel,Sfuel,Vext,temp

read(3,*) nfric,xfr, xfv

read (3,*) (cvel(i),i=l,mwide-l)

IF (NWIND.NE.0) THEN

write(*,*) 'Program MODFLOW, Qin =',Qinx

ELSE

CALL HELLO

NFIRST = 0

NGO = 0

ENDIF

pi = 3.141593

Vout = 0.

delr = Rtank/float(mwide-l)

delr2 = delr/2.

delz = Htank/float(nhigh-l)

delz2 = delz/2.

time = 0.

nstart = 0

Jjink = i000

jjtime = i000
icome = 0

ncoast = 1

mcold = 0

mink = 0

n jet = 0

njett = 1

nh = nhigh

nhl = nhigh-I

nh2 = nhigh-2

mw = mwide

mwl = mwide-i

mw2 = mwide-2

zero = 0.

one : i.

tiny = l.e-20

if (ncoord.eq.0) then

gray = 32.2

Atank = pi*Rtank**2 /
Atop = pi*delr**2 //

Arstar = Sfuel/(Sfuel - Dfuel) /

void = i. - (pi*Dfuel**2)/(4.*(Sfuel**2)*0.866) /

voidDhDhydr==42..**void,Dhydr,delr((Sfuel**2)*0.866-0.25*pi*Dfuel**2)/(pi*Dfuel*12) /_/

ArR = tubes*void*Arstar*Arstar/(2.*Rtank*delz)

else

gray = 9.81
Atank = Rtank*Sfuel

Atop = delr*Sfuel

MODFLOW 2.0 Program ListingA-/
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Arstar = Sfuel/(Sfuel - Dfuel)

void = 1 - tubes*pi*Dfuel*Dfuel/(4.*Atank)

O Dhydr = 4.*(Atank - tubes*pi*Dfuel*Dfuel/4.)* /(2.*(Rtank-tubes*Dfuel) + tubes*pi*Dfuel)

voidDh = 2.*void*Dhydr*delr

ArR = tubes*void*Arstar*Arstar/(2.*Rtank*delz)

endif

thous = I000

relax = I. 2

relaxl = i. - relax

ntime = int(aminl(thous,tmax/delt))
c

c read in coast down data

c

read (3,*) ncdat

do I0 k = l,ncdat

read (3, *) coast (i, k), coast (2, k)

i0 continue

c

c read in ink injection rate data
c

read (3,*) inkin, inkdat

read(3,*) (rJett(jet), Jet=l,inkin)

read(3,*) (hjett(Jet), jet=l,inkin)

do 20 k = l,inkdat

read(3,*)tjet(k), (fjet(Jet,k), Jet=l,inkin)

20 continue

C

c if using fully finite difference formulation, read in bottom

c temperature history
c

read (3,*) ntemps

do 25 k = l,ntemps

read (3, *)btemp (i, k) , btemp (2, k)

25 continue

close (3)

C

c INITIALIZE THE PROBLEM

c

c calculate initial cold front locations.

C

rr= 0.

dr = Rtank/49.

Rc(1) = O.

Hc(1) -- 0.

Uc(1) = 0.

Rcold(1) = 0.

Hcold(1) = 0.

Ucold(1) = 0.

do 30 i = 2,50

RC(1) = Rc(I-I) + dr

Hc(1) = 0.

Uc(1) = 0.

Rcold (i) = Rc(1)

Hcold (i) = 0.

Ucold (1) = 0.

30 continue

C

c calculate node radii

C

rad(l) = 0.

if (ncoord.eq.0) then

do 50 i = 2,mwide

rad(i) = rad(i-l)+delr

dR2(i-l) = 2.0/(rad(i)**2 - rad(i-l)_'2)

dArea(i) = rad(i+l)**2 - rad(i) **2

dVol(i) = dArea(i)*delz

50 continue

dR2 (0) = 0.

dR2 (mwide+l) = 0.

else

do 60 i = 2,mwide
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rad(i) = i.
dR2(i-l) = l./delr

O dArea(i) = delrdVol(i) = delr*delz
60 continue

dR2 (0) = 0.
dR2(mwide+l) = 0.

endif
C

c normalize the inlet flow rate values cvel(i)
C

suml = 0.
sum2 = 0.

do 63 i=l, mwide-i
suml = suml + cvel(i)/dR2(i)
sum2 = sum2 + l./dR2(i)

63 continue

do 65 i=l, mwide-i
cvel(i) = cvel(i)*sum2/suml

65 continue
C

c calculate influence coefficients for Poisson equation for psi
c

do 70 i = 2,mwide-i
rr = rad(i)

aepl(i) = delz*dR2(i) .
awpl(i) = delz*dR2(i-l)
anspl(i) = delr/(rad(i)*delz)
appl(i) = aepl(i) + awpl(i) + 2.*anspl(i)

70 cent inue
C

c initialize velocity, stream function, vorticity, and temperature registers
c

do 90 i = 0,nmax
do 80 J = l,mmax
u(i,J)= 0.
v(i,J)= 0.
t (i,j) = 0.
told(i,J) = 0.
psi(i,J) = 0.
zeta(i,J) = 0.
zold(i, J) = 0.
zgrav(i,j) = 0.

80 continue
90 continue

C

c if requested in input deck, retrieve initial values from file 'initfl'
C

if (initl.eq.l) call init(mwide, nhigh, Qin×,initfl)
C

c ****************************************************************************
c ITERATE THROUGH THE TIME STEPS
c ****************************************************************************
c

c iterate ntime time steps
c

do I000 loop = l,ntime
c

c OPEN MACINTOSH WINDOW
C

IF (NWIND.eq.0) THEN
VMAX = Qinx/Atank
CALL VPLOT (MWIDE,NHIGH, VMAX, TIME, DELT, QIN,QINX, BdT,

* ARSTAR, VOID, MCOAST, MCOLD, TINK, NSTART, VEXT, VOUT, VSCALE,
* NFRIC, NREC, METHOD, NFIRST, NCOORD, RTANK, HTANK, INKIN,
* NGO,UCMAX, DELR)

NFIRST = i0
ENDIF

do 800 inloop = i, Jtime
time = time + delt

0 c
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c calculate the temperature dlstributlon if cold water

c is being added

c ***************************************************************

c

c if nsolve=0,1, use Lagrangian solution

c if nsolve=2, use finite difference solution

c

if (mcold.ne.l.and.tcold,gt.time) go to 190
mcold=l

c

c if nsolve = 0 or i, move the cold front interface points

c one time step, and calculate the buoyancy vorticity contribution,

c zgrav(i, J), if nsolve=l
c

if (nsolve.le.l) then

call cldfrt(mwide, nhigh, delz,delr, delt,Rtank,

* Htank, gray, BdT, void, nsolve, ncoord)

c

c if nsolve=2 find temperature using finite differences, centerline:

c

else

c find bottom inlet temperature

Tin = i. 0

ttt= time + delt/2. - tink

do 128 1 = 2, ntemps

if (btemp(l,i) .gt. ttt ) go to 129
128 continue

129 continue

Tin = 1- (btemp(2, i-l) +

* (btemp (2, i)-btemp(2, i-l) ) I

* (ttt - btemp(l,i-l))/

* (btemp(l,i) - btemp(l,l-l)))

do ]30 i = l,mwide

t (i, i) = Tin
130 continue

rr = delr

if (ncoord.eq.0) then

dAr = delr2*delr2

dAze = 2.*delr2*delz

else

dAr = delr2

daze = delz

endif

dv = dAr*delz

do 140 j = 2, nhl

ue = 0.25*(u(2, J)+u(2, j-l))

vn = 0.5'(v(I, j)+v(l, J+l))

vs = 0.5'(v(i, j)+v(l, J-l))

aet0 = amaxl(zero, -dAze*ue)

, ant0 = amaxl(zero, -dAr*vn)

ast0 = amaxl(zero, dAr*vs)

apt i = dv/delt

apt0 = aptl - aet0 -antO - astO

if (apt0.1t.0.) then

e IF (nwind.eq.0) CALL GRAFTB (14 ,30, 230)

write(*,*) 'negative influence coef.!',i, J

endif

t(l,j) = (apt0*told(l, j)+aet0*told(2, J)

* + ast0*told(l, j-l)+ant0*told(l,j+l))/apt]

140 continue

c

c temperature away from tank center
c

do 160 i = 2,mwl

rr = rad(i)

if (ncoord.eq.0) then

dAr = (rr+delr2)**2 - (rr-delr2)**2

dAze = 2.*(rr+delr2)*delz

• dAzw = 2.*(rr-delr2)*delz

else

dAr = delrdAze = delz
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dAzw = delz

endif

dv = dAr*delz

do 150 J = 2, nhl

ue = 0.25*(u(i,J)_u(i+l,J)+u(i,J-l)+u(i+l,J-l))

uw = 0.25*(u(i,J)+u(i-l,J)+u(i,J-l)+u(i-l,J-l))

vn = 0.25, (v(i, J) +v(i, 9+I) +v(i-l, J) +v(i-l, J+l) )

vs = 0.25, (v(i, J) +v(i, 9-I) +v (i-l, J) +v (i-l, J-l) )

aet0 = amaxl(zero, -dAze*ue)

awt0 = amaxl(zero, dAzw*uw)

ant0 = amaxl(zero, -dAr*vn)

ast0 = amaxl(zero, dAr*vs)

aptl = dv/delt

apt0 = aptl -aet0 - awt0 - ant0 - ast0

if (aptO.it.0.) then

IF (nwind.eq.0) CALL GRAFTB (14 ,30, 230)

write(*,*) 'negative influence coef. !',i, J

endif

t(i, J) = (apt0*told(i, J)

* + aet0*told(i+l, j) + awt0*told(i-l, J)

* + ast0*told(i, J-l) + ant0*told(i, J+l))/aptl

150 continue

160 continue

c

c temperature at tank wall

c

if (ncoord.eq.0) then

dAr = (Rtank)4*2 - (Rtank-delr2) 4*2

dAzw = 2.*(Rtank-delr2)*delz

else

dAr = delr2

dAzw = delz

endif

dv = dAr*delz

do 170 j = 2,nhl

uw = 0.25, (u (mwl, j) +u (mwl, j-l) )

vn = 0.5' (v (mwl, J) +v (mwl, j+l) )

vs = 0.5, (v (mwl, J)+v (mwl, j-l) )

aet0 = amaxl(zero, -dAze*ue)

awt0 = amaxl(zero, dAzw*uw)

ant0 = ama×l(zero, -dAr*vn)

ast0 = amaxl(zero, dAr*vs)

aptl = dv/delt

apt0 = aptl -aet0 - awt0 - ant0 - ast0

if (apt0.1t.0.) write(*,*)

, 'negative influence coefficient! ',i, J

t(i, 9) = (apt0*told(mw, J) + awtO*told(mwl, J)

* + ast0*told(mw, J-l) _ ant0*told(mw, J+l))/aptl

170 continue

c

c create isotherms at temperatures 0.9, 0.5, and 0.i

c

do 180 i = l,mwide

tlook = 0.9

look = 0

J = I

175 J-- J+l

if (t (i, j) .it.tlook) then

iI = i + look*mwide

if (look.eq.l) ll = 2*mwide + 1 - i

Hc(ll) = (float(j-2)

* + (tlook-t (i, j-l) )/ (t (i, j)-t (i, j-l) ) )*delz

Rc(ll) = delr*float(i-l)

if (tlook .gt. Tin) Hc(ll) = 0

j = j-i

tlook = clook-0.4

look = look + 1

endif

if (look.le.2.and. J.le.nhigh} go to 175

180 continue

do 182 iii = 11,125

Hc (iii) =Hc (ii)
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Rc (iii)=Rc (ii)
182 continue

endif
190 continue

c
c ********************************************** ' **************
c advance the ink packets one time step
c ***************************************************************
c

if (time.</t.tink) then
istep = 0
nnJet = nJet
do 200 i = l,nnjet

rr = rJet (1-1step)
zz = hjet (l-lstep)
call move (rr,zz, rJet(l-lstep),hJet(l-lstep),

* mwlde, nhigh, delz, delr, delt, void, uu, w)
if(hJet(l-lstep) .gt.0.99*Htank) hJet(l-lstep)=0.99*Htank
if(rJet(1-1step).gt.0.99*Rtank) then

if(hjet(l-lstep) .gt.0.1*Htank) then
rjet(l-lstep) = 0.99*Rtank

else
icome = 1

do 195 ll=l-lstep, njet
rJet(il) = rJet(ll+l)
hJet(ll) = hJet(ll+l)
sJet(ll) = sjet(ll+l)

195 continue

nJet = nJet-I
Istep = lstep+l

endif
endif

200 continue
if (icome.eq.l) your = rout _ Qin*delt

endif
c
c calculate friction source terms for vorticity

c if nsolve = 1 or 2r include buoyancy source term also
c

if (nsolve.eq.0) then
buoy = 0.

else

buoy = I.
endif

do 210 J = 2, nhigh-i
bz (i, J) =

* - buoy* (grav*BdT*void/delr)* (T(2,J)-T (i,J))
bz (nhigh, J) =

* - buoy* (grav*BdT*void/delr) * (T(nhigh, J)-T (nhl, J))
210 continue

do 230 i = 2,mwide-i
do 220 J = 2,nhigh-I

call fric (u(i, J),v(i, J),uK2h, vK2h,

* u (i, j-l),v (i.-l,j),uK21, vK21,
* Sfuel, Dfuel, void, Dhydr, ArR,voidDh, temp,
* nf ric,xfr,xfv, ncoord)

bz(i, J) = (uK2h-uK21) - (vK2h-vK21)
* - buoy* (grav*BdT*void/(2.*delr) )* (T(i+l, J)-T (i-l,J))

220 continue
230 continue

c do 294 J = nhigh-l,l,-i
c write(*,296) (bz(i, J),i=l,mwide-l)
c 296 format('bz',10fS.2)
c 294 continue
c write (*,*)
c

c advance the vorticity solution one time step
c

c vorticity next to the tank centerline:
c

if (ncoord.eq.0) then
rr = delr
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rrdr2p = rr + del r2
dr2m _-delr*2,

rrdrp = rr + delr
rrdrm = rr - delr

e.tse
rr= i,

rrdr2p = i,
dr2m = i,

rrdrp = I,
rrdrm = I,

endi f
do 240 j = 2, nhl

ue = -0.25'(U(2, J)+U(3, J)+u(2, j-l)+u(3, J-l))
vn = -0.25*(v(2, j)+v(2, J+l )+v (l, J)+v (l,9+l))
VS = 0.25*(v(2, J)+v(2, j-l)+v(l,J)+v(l,J-l))
rue = amaxl(zero, rrdr2p*ue/delr)
aezO = rue/dr2m

anzO = amaxl(zero, vn/delz)
aszO = amaxl(zero, vs/deiz)

apzl = l./delt
apzO = apzl - rue/rr - anzO - aszO
if (apzO.it.O.) wrlte(*,*)'negative influence coefficient ',l,J
zeta(i, J) = (apzO*zold(2, J)+aezO*zold(3, J)

* + aszO*zold(2, J-l)+anzO*zold(2, j_l)
* + bz (2, j))/apzl

c write(*,284)2, j,aezl(2, j),awzl(2, 9),anz] 2, J),aszl(2, J),
c * apzO,bz (2,J)
c 284 format('ewnspb',2i3,6fl2.5)
C

c vorticity away from tank center
C

240 Continue

do 270 i = 3,mwl
if (ncoord.eq.O) then

rr = rad(i)

rrdr2p = rr + delr2
rrdr2m = rr - delr2

rrdrp = rr + delr
rrdrm = rr - delr

else
rr= i.

rrdr2p = i.
rrdr2m = i.

rrdrp = i.
rrdrm = I.

endif

do 260 J = 2,nhl
ue = 0.25*(u(i,J).u(i+l,J)+u(i,J-l)_u [+l,]-l))
uw = 0.25*(u(i,J)+u(i-l,J)+u(i,j-l)+u [-i, j-l))

vn = 0.25*(v(i,j)+v(i, j+l)+v(i-l,J)+v i-l, I_I))
vs = 0.25*(v(i,J)+v(i,J-l)+v(i-l,J)+v [-I,I-I))
rue = amaxl(zero, -rrdr2p*ue/delr)
ruw = amaxl(zero, rrdr2m*uw/delr)
aezO = rue/rrdrp
awzO = ruw/rrdrm

anzO = ama×l(zero, -vn/delz)
aszO = amaxl(zero, vs/delz)

apzl = l./delt
apzO = apzl - (rue + ruw)/rr - anzO - a_,'9
if (apzO.It.O.) write(*,*)'negative inr .ence coefficient!',i,J
zeta(i, J) = (apzO*zold(i,j)+aezO*zo[d(i*'.,)) _awzO*zold(i-l, j)

* + aszO*zold(i, J-l)+anzO*zotd(i, I_I)
* + bz(i, j))/apzl

c write (*,274) i, J,aezl(i, j),awzl(i, j),anzl ([,9),aszl(i, J),
c * apzO,bz (i,j)
c 274 format ('ewnspb', 2i3, 6f12.5)
260 continue
270 continue

C

c solve Poisson equation for new velocity distribution
C

c set flow rate to coast-down value (mcoast=l) or keep constant (mcoast=O)
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c

if (mcoast.eq.l) then
ttt = time + delt/2.

if (ttt.gt.coast(l,ncoast.l)) ncoast = min(ncoast+l,ncdat-l)

Qin = Qinx*0001*(coast(2, ncoast) +

* (coast (2, ncoast+l) -coast (2, ncoast) )*

* (ttt - coast(l,ncoast))/

* (coast (l, ncoast+l) - coast(l,ncoast)))

else

Qin = Qinx

endif

vbot = (l.-topflo)*Qin/Atank

vtop = topflo*Qin/Atop

c

c set Poisson equation boundary condition across bottom of the tank,

c adjusting inlet velocity vbot by factor cvel(i) to adjust for nonuniform

c velocity distribution

c

do 300 J = l,nhigh

psi (1, J) = - vtop/dR2 (I)

300 cent inue

do 305 i = 2,mwide

psi(i,l) = psi(i-l,l) - cvel(i-l)*vbot/dR2(i-l)
305 continue

c

c iterate Poisson until converged solution is obtained

c

do 320 i = 2,mwide-i

do 310 J = 2,nhigh-i

bp(i, J) = delr*delz* (zeta (i, J) + zgrav(i, J))
310 continue

320 cent inue

do 350 iloopl = I,I00

err = 0.

do 340 i = 2,mwide-1

aec = aepl(i)

aww = awpl (i)

ans = anspl(i)

app = appl(i)

do 330 j = 2,nhlgh-I

psinew = (aee*psi(i+l, j) + aww*psi(i-1, J)

* + ans* (psi (i, j-l) + psi(i, J+l))

* + bp(i, J) )/app

err = ama×l(abs(psinew-psi(i, J)),err)

psi(i, J) = relax*psinew + relaxl*psi(i, J)

c WRITE (*, *) 'PSI, i, J,bp', PSInew, i, j,bp (i, J)

330 continue

340 continue

if (errmax.gt.err) go to 360

350 continue

i write(*,*) 'convergence problem for Poisson eqn.'

360 continue

IF (nwind.eq.0) then

CALL GRAFTB(2, 2,410,230,670,246)

CALL GRAFTB(14,410,240)

WRITE(*,361) time, iloopl

361 FORMAT(f5.1, 's, PRES',i3)

i END IF

c

c calculate new velocity components

c

i velma× = O.

do 380 i = 2,mwide

dzrr = delz*rad(i)

do 370 j = l,nhlgh-i

u(i, J) = (psi (i, j+l) - psi(i, j))/dzrr

velma× = max(velmax, u(i, J))

| 370 continue
380 continue

do 400 j = l,nhigh

do 390 i = l,mwide-i

v(i, J) = (psi(i,j) ~ psi(i+l, J))*dR2(i)
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velmax --max (velma×, v (i,.._I1
390 cont inue

O v(mwidet J) = v(mwlde-l, J)v(O,J)= v(l,J)
395 if (delt.gt.O.25*max(delr,delz)/_lelmax) then

delt = delt/2.
Jtime = Jtime*2

Jink = 9ink*2
IF (nwind.eq.0) CALL GRAFTB(14,40,250)
write (*,396)delt

396 format('REDUCE TIME STEP',f7.3)
ngo = -i
go to 395

endif

400 continue
C

c write to screen
C

IF (NWIND.NE.O) THEN

write(*,*) 'Poisson iterations =',iloopl,' at time '.time
go to 420
do 404 J = nhigh, l,-i

write(*,406) (psi(i, J),i=l,mwide)
406 format ('psi', 14f7.2)
404 continue

write(*, *)
do 408 j = nhigh, l,-i

write(*, 407) (v(i,J)/void, i=l,mwide-l)
407 format ('v', 14f7.3)
408 continue

write (*,*)
do 412 j = nhigh-l,l,-i

write (*,411) (u(i,J)/void, i=l,mwide)
411 format ('u',14f7.3) ,

412 continue ):
write (*,*) _,
do 414 J = nhigh, l,-i

write(*,413) (zeta(i, j),i=l,mwl)
413 format ('zeta', 14 f7.3)
414 continue
420 continue

ENDIF

c
c add new ink packets
C

if (time.le.tink) go to 500
JJink = JJink+l
if (nJet.gt.inkmax.or.jJink.lt.jink) go to 500
jjink = 0
if (tjet(njett+l).it.time-tink) nJett = min(nJett+l,inkdat-l)
fac = (time - tink - tJet (nJett))/(tJet (njett+l) - tJet(njett))
do 460 Jet = l,inkin

sJet(nJet+jet) = delt*(fJet(jet, njett)
* +fac*(fJet(Jet, nJett+l) - fJet(Jet,nJett)))

rJet(nJet+Jet) = rJett(Jet)

hJet(njet+Jet) = hJett(Jet)
460 continue

nJet = nJet+inkln
c IF (NWIND.NE.0) THEN
c write(*,465) (sJet(1),l=nJet*inkin+l,nJet*inkin+inkin)
c 465 format('new sjet',7f7.4)
c write(*,467) (hJet(1),l=nJet*inkin+l, njet*inkin+inkin)
c 467 format('new hJet',7f7.4)
c ENDIF
500 continue

C

c reset temperature
c

do 450 i = l,mwide
do 445 J = l,nhigh

told(i, j) = t(i, J)
445 continue
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450 continue

c

c reset vorticity, dump some vorticity from interface to the finite

c difference solution.

C

do 440 i = 2, mwide-I

do 430 j = 2, nhigh-i

zold(i, j) = zeta(i, j) + (l.-vorfac)*zgrav(i, j)
430 continue

440 continue

C

c reset cold water heights, modify the vorticity at the interface

c using vorfac
C

ucmax = 0

do 550 i = 1,50

Rcold(li = Rc(1)

Hcold(1) = Hc(1)

Ucold(1) = Uc(1)*vorfac

ucmax = max(ucmax, Uc(i))
550 continue

800 continue

C

c write output to file 'modflow.out'
C

write (4,805) time

805 format('* ################ TIME = ',f7.2,

* ' sec #####################')

write (4,810) time, Qin

810 format (flO.2,elO. 3)

write (4,812) void

812 format('average radial ve]ocity',

* ' -divide by void fraction ',f5.3,' for local velocity-')

do 820 j = nh], i,-I

write(4,815) (u(i, j),i=l,mw)

815 format (15f8.4)

820 continue

write (4,822) void

822 format('average vertical velocity',

* ' -divide by void fraction ',f5.3,' for local velocity-')

do 830 j = nh, l,-I

write(4,825) (v(i, j),i=l,mwl)

825 format (15f8.4)

830 continue

write(4,*) 'cold interface location'

IF (NSOLVE.LE.I) THEN
IC=5

ELSE

IC=I+ (3*MWIDE)/10

ENDIF

do 840 i = I, IC

kl = (i-I)*i0

write(4,835) (Hc(i),i=kl+l,kl+10)

write(4,835) (Rc(i),i=kl+l,kl+10)

835 format (10fS .3)

840 continue

write (4,*) 'ink packet locations/sizes (iout=l - ink exited) '

write (4,*) njet,vout

do 850 1 = l,njet+6,7

write(4,845) (hjet(i),i=l,l+6)

write(4,845) (rJet(i),i=l,l+6)

write(4,845) (sjet(i),i=l,l+6)

845 format (7f8.3)

850 continue

890 cont inue

IF (NWIND.NE.0) THEN

do 187 j = nhigh, l,-i

write(*, 185) (t(i, j),i=l,mwide)

185 format ('t ', 18f6.2)

187 continue

write (*, *)

endif
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i000 continue

end

CLDFRT.f
C

C CLDFRT.F P.F. PETERSON U.C. BERKELEY 9/17/90

C

c program to move cold front interface points ant calculate new

c vorticity contribution
C

subroutine cldfrt(mwide, nhigh,delz,delr,delt,Rtank,

* Htank, gray, BdT, void, nsolve, ncoord)

parameter (nmax = 41,mmax = 81,inkmax=981)

dimension u(0:nmax,mmax),v(0:nmax, mmax),

, zgrav (0 :nina×,0 :mmax), t (0 :nmax, 0 :mmax) ,told (0:nmax, 0 :mma×),
* Hc (0 :125) ,Rc(0: 125) ,Uc (0 :125) ,

* Hcnew (0 :i00) ,Rcnew (0 :i00) ,Ucnew (0:I00),

* Hcold (0: i00), Rcold (0 :i00) ,Ucold (0:i00),

* dRR (0 :i00), dHH (0 :i00) ,dSS (0:I00)

common /vel/u, v

common /grav/zgrav

common /cold/Hc, Rc, Uc

common /ccold/Hcold, Rcold, Ucold

common /temper/t, told

C

c move cold front interface points

C

Stot = 0.

Smax = 0.

call move(Rcold(1),Hcold(i),Rcnew(1),Hcnew(1),

* mwide, nhigh, delz, delr, delt, void, uu, vv)

do 620 i = 2,50

call move(Rcold(1),Hcold(1),Rcnew(1),Hcnew(1),

* mwide, nhigh, del z,de i r,de it, void, uu, w)

if(Hcnew(1) .gt.Htank) Hcnew(1)=Htank

dHH(1) = Hcnew(1) - Hcnew(l-l)

dRR(1) = Rcnew(1) - Rcnew(l-l)

dSS(1) = sqrt(dHH(1)*dHH(1) 4 dRR(1)*dRR(1))

Stot = Stot + dSS(1)

Ranew = Rcnew(1)+Rcnew(l-l)

Raold = Rcold(1)_Rcold(l-l)

if (ncoord.eq.l) Ranew=Raold

Ucnew(1) = Ucold(1)*(Ranew/Raold)

* - grav*BdT*delt*void*dHH (i)/dSS (I)

if ((Rcnew(1) .gt.Rtank) .and. (Sma×.eq.0.)) then

Smax = Stot - dSS(1)

* * (Rtank-Rcnew (i)) / (Rcnew (I-i)-Rcnew (i))

endif

620 continue

if (Sma×.lt.Rtank) Sma×=Stot

if (Hcnew(1).gt.0.99*Htank) Hcnew(2)=Htank
C

c use linear interpolation to shift all interface points

c backward, so that all interface points are inside the tank
C

dS = Smax/49

Strack = dS

S = dSS(2)

Ii = 2

Hc(1) = Hcnew(1)

do 650 i = 2,50

640 continue

if (S.It.Strack) then

ii = ii+i

• S = S + dSS(ll)

I if ( ll.le.50 ) go to 640

endlf

frac = (S - Strack)/(dSS(ll))

Hc(1) = Hcnew(ll-l)*frac + Hcnew(ll)*(l-frac)

Rc(1) = Rcnew(ll-l)*frac + Rcnew(ll)*(l-frac)

Uc(1) = Ucnew(ll-l)*frac + Ucnew(ll)*(l-frac)
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Strack = Strack + dS

650 continue

0 c calculate increment in vorticity at each hot/cold front node location,

c find hot/cold vorticity 2-D distribution, if nsolve=0

C

if (nsolve.eq.0) then

do 707 i = l,mwide

do 705 J = l,nhigh

zgrav(i, j) = 0.

705 continue

707 continue

do 720 1 = 2,50

Have = Hc(l-l) + 0.5*dHH(1)

Rave = Rc(1-1) + 0.5*dRR(1)

i = rain (mwide-l, ma× (I, int (Rave/delr) +i) )

J = rain(nhigh-l,max (i, int (Have/delz) +i) )

cr = (Rave/delr) - float(i-l)

cz = (Have/delz) - float(J-l)

zadd = Uc(1)*dS/(delr*delz)

zgrav(i, j) = zgrav(i, j) + (l.-cr)*(l.-cz)*zadd

zgrav(i+l, J) = zgrav(i+l, j) + cr*(l.-fz)*zadd

zgrav(i, j+l) = zgrav(i, j+l) + (l.-cr)*cz*zadd

zgrav(i+l, j+l) = zgrav(i+l, j+l) + cr*cz*zadd
720 continue

endif

C

c calculate 2-D temperature distribution if nsolve=l
c

c reset temperature

c

do 810 i = l,mwide

do 800 j = l,nhigh

t (i, j) = 0
800 continue

810 continue

if (nsolve.eq.l) then

do 890 1 = 1,49

Hleft = Hc(1)

Rleft = Rc(1)

ncross = 0

830 it = int((Rleft/delr) + 1.5)

jt = int((Hleft/delz) + 1.5)

it = min(mwide+l,ma×(0, it) )

jt = min(nhigh+l,max(0, jt))

C

c determine if point (i+I) crosses a radial division

c

IF (nwind.eq.0) then

CALL GRAFTB(2,2,410,230,670,246)

CALL GRAFTB(14,410,240)

WRITE(*,*) "4"

ENDIF

if (Rc(l+l) .gt.delr* (float (it) -0. 5) .aro.ncross.ne.-l) then

ncross = 1

Rright = (float (it) - 0.49999999) "oe.r

Hright = Hleft + (Hc(l+l)-Hleft)

* *(Rleft-Rriqht) i_.eft-Rc(1+l))

go to 850

else

if (Rc(l+l) .it.delr*(float(it)-l.5)

, .and.ncross.ne.-l) then

ncross = 1

Rright = (float (it) - 1.500001) 'deir

Hright = Hleft + (Hc(l+l)-Hleft)

*(Rleft-Rright)/(Rleft-Rc(l+l))

go to 850
else

Rright = Rc(l+l)

endif

endif

c

/
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c determine if point (i+I) crosses a vertical division

c

if (Hc(l+l) .gt.delz*(float(jt)-0.5)

* .and.ncross .ne.-l) then

ncross = i

Hright = (float (jt) - 0.49999999)*delz

Rright = Rleft + (Rc(l+l)-Rleft)

* * (Hleft-Hright) / (Hleft-Hc(l+l))

go to 850

else

if (Hc(l+l) .it.delz*(float(jt)-1.5)

* .and.ncross.ne.-l) then

ncross = 1

Hright = (float(jt) - 1.500001)*delz

Rright = Rleft + (Rc(l+l)-Rleft)

* * (Hleft-Hright) / (Hleft-Hc (i+i))

go t_ 850

else

Hright = Hc(l+l)
endi f

endif

850 continue

c

c add contibution to temperature of nodes under Hc

c

ddR = (Rright-Rleft)/delr

do 870 j = i, jt

t(it, j) = t(it, J) + ddR
870 continue

Have = (Hleft+Hright)/2.

t(it, jt) = t(it, Jt) - ddR*(float(jt) - 0.5 - Have/delz)

if (ncross.eq.l) then
ncross =-i

Hleft = Hright

Rleft = Rright

go to 830

endif

890 continue

do 900 J=l,nhigh

t(l,j) = t(l,j)*2.

t(mwide, j) = t(mwide, j)*2.

900 continue

endif

ret u rn

end

FRIC.f
c

c FRIC.F P.F. Peterson U.C. Berkeley 8/15/90

c

c this subroutine calculates radial and vertical friction

c coefficients for flow in SRS reactor tank moderator spaces.

c

c radial form loss coefficient comes from a curve fit of A. Zukauskas,

c Heat Transfer from Tubes in Cross Flow, Advances in Heat Transfer,

c (ed. J.P. Hartnett and T.F. Irvine), Vol 8, pg 155, 1972.

c

c u - average radial velocity (ft/s)

c v - average vertical velocity (ft/s)

c Dfuel - fuel element diameter (in)

c Sf - fuel element pitch (in)

c temp - fluid temperature (C)
c AtR = tubes*void*Arstar*Arstar/(2.*Rtank*delz)

c voidDh = 2.*void*Dhydr*delr

c xfr - constant radial friction factor (typically 0.3)

c xfv - constant vertical friction factor (typically 0.02)

c nfric - 0 = use simple constant friction factor to speed calculation

c 1 = use full calculation for friction factor

c ncoord - 0 = use triangular array (SRP tank)

c - 1 = use square array (experiment)
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c

subroutine fric (ul,vl,uKl,vKl,u2,v2,uK2,vK2,

* S fuel, D fuel, void, Dhydr, ArR, voidDh, temp, nf ric, xfr, xfv, ncoord)

if (nfric.eq.3) then

vKl = xfv*vl*abs(vl)/voidDh

uKl = xfr*ul*abs(ul)*ArR

vK2 = xfv*v2*abs(v2)/voidDh

uK2 = xfr*u2*abs(u2)*ArR

else

c calculate viscosity and density of water at temperature 'temp'

visc = 1.019e-3- 7.36e-6*temp

rho = 66.34 - 0.0386*temp

c change properties to metric units [f doing rectangular problem

if (ncoord.eq.l) then

visc= visc/0.672

rho = rho/0.06243

endif

ten = I0.

forty = 40.

c First set of velocities and friction factors

va = abs (vl)/void

Rev = (rho*va*Dhydr/visc)

if (Rev.gt.30000) then

fv = 0.184*Rev**(-0.2)

else

fv = 0.316*Eev**(-0.25)

endif

vKl = fv*vl*va/voidDh

ua = abs(ul)*Sfuel/(Sfuel-Dfuel)

Rer = (rho*ua*Dfuel/(12.*visc))

if (ncoord.eq.0)then

if (Rer.gt.2.0e5) then
fr = 0.18

else

if (Rer.gt.6000) then

fr = 4.233*Rer**(-0.268)

else

×inRe = log(max (ten, Rer))

fr = exp(4.028-1.118*×inRe+0.0635*xlnRe**2)

endif

endif

else

Rer = (rho*ua*(Sfuel-Dfuel)/(vlsc))

xlnRe = log (max(forty,Rer))

fr = ma×(0.4,4.83 - 0.69*xlnRe)

endif

uKl = fr*ul*ua*ArR

c IF (nwind.eq.0) then

c CALL GRAFTB(2,2,310,300,520,316)

c CALL GRAFTB(14,310,312)

c WRITE(*, 191) Rer, fr, ua*100

c 191 FORMAT ('Re, fr, ua', f6. i, f6.3, f6.2)

c ENDIF

c Second set

va = abs (v2)/void

Rev = (rho*va*Dhydr/visc)

if (Rev.gt.30000) then

fv = 0.184*Rev**(-0.2)

else

fv = 0.316*Rev**(-0.25)

endif

vK2 = fv*v2*va/voidDh

ua = abs (u2) *Sfuel/(Sfuel-Dfuel)

Rer = (rho*ua*Dfuel/(12.*visc))

if (ncoord.eq.0) then

if (Rer.gt.2.0e5) then

fr = 0.18

else

if (Rer.qt.6000) then

fr = 4.233*Rer**(-0.268)

else

xlnRe = log (max (ten,Rer))
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fr = exp(4.028-1.118*xlnRe+O.0645*xlnRe**2)

endif

endif

else

Rer = (rho*ua*(Sfuel-Dfuel)/(visc))

xlnRe = log(max(forty,Rer))

fr = max(0.4,4.83 - 0.69*xlnRe)

endif

uK2 = fr*u2*ua*ArR

endif

return

end

HELLO.f
C

C HELLO.F P.F. PETERSON U.C. BERKELEY 9/14/90

C

C SUBROUTINE TO PRINT OUT INTRODUCTORY WINDOW

C

SUBROUTINE HELLO

$ INCLUDE :HLTBI. CON

INTEGER*2 WNDNUM, ILEFT, ITOP, IRIGHT, IBOTOM,WNDTYP, DLG, NELE, TITLN

INTEGER*2 ITMNUM, TYPE, STATE, XMOVE, YMOVE, CHSIZE, CORDVL, PPNT

INTEGER*2 STATUS, FN

ICOLOR=33

IRED = 205

IBLUE = 409

ICYAN = 273

WNDNUM=3

NELE=0

CALL WINDTB(INITWND)

CALL WINDTB(NEWWND, WNDNUM, 10, 20, 530, 280, 3, 2,NELE, 0)

CALL WINDTB (WNDOUT, WNDNUM)

CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 160, 50)

WRITE (*, 30)

CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 160, 70)

WRITE(*, 40)

CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 105, i00)

WRITE (*, 50)

CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, i00,120)

WRITE(*, 60)

CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 130,140)

WRITE (*, 70)

CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, I00,160)

WRITE(*, 80)

CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 120,200)

WRITE(*, 90)

30 FORMAT 'SRS MODERATOR FLOW PATTERN' )

40 FORMAT '******SRL-SAG 7/10/91"****')

50 FORMAT 'MODFLOW 2.0 - MODELING OF SRS MODERATOR FLOW')

60 FORMAT 'This program models the moderator flow and ink')

70 FORMAT 'distribution in SRS reactor tanks')

80 FORMAT *************************************************

90 FORMATI'by P.F. Peterson, U.C. Berkeley 6/10/9]')
RETURN

END

INIT.f
c

c INIT.F P.F. PETERSON U.C. BERKELEY 9/15/90

c

c Program to input initial values of stream function and vorticity
c fields

c

subroutine init (mwide, nhigh, Qin, initfl)

parameter (nmax = 41,mmax = 81, inkmax=981)

character* 80 words

character* 12 initfl

O dimension u(0:nma×,mmax),v(0:nmax, mma×),
* psi (0 :nina×, mma×) , zeta (0 :nmax, 0 :mma×) , zold (0 :nmax, 0 :mmax)
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common /vel/u,v

common /flow/psi, zeta, zold

O open (2, file=initfl)read(2, '(A\) ') words

read(2, '(A\) ') words

read(2,*) mw, nh

if ((mw.ne.mwide) .or. (nh.ne.nhigh)) then

write(*,*) 'wrong grid size in file ',initfl

stop

endif

30 format (2i6)

read (2, ' (A\) ') words

read(2, *) Q

if ((Q.gt.l.2*Qin) .or.(Q.it.0.8*Qin)) then

write(*,*) 'wrong flow rate in file ',initfl

stop
endif

read(2, '(A\) ') words

do 90 j = nhigh, l,-i

read(2,*) (psi(i, J),i=l,mwide)
90 continue

read(2, '(A\) ') words

i00 format (aS0)

do 120 J = nhigh, l,-I

read(2,*) (zeta(i, J),i=l,mwide)

120 continue

do 140 J = l,nhigh

do 130 i = l,mwide

zold(i, 9) = zeta(i, J)

130 cent inue

140 continue

close (2)

return

end

MOVE.f
c

C MOVE.F P.F. PETERSON U.C. BERKELEY 10/31/90

c

c Program to move a particle, given the velocity field u,v and

c the time step delt

c

subroutine move(rin, zin, rout, zout,

* mwide, nhigh, delz, delr, delt, void, vr, vv)

parameter (nmax = 41,mmax = 81,inkmax=981)

dimension u(0:nmax,mmax),v(0:nmax,mmax)

common /vel/u, v

c

c calculate average radial velocity vr using linear interpolation

c J is corrected to prevent overshoot and undershoot

c

i = int((rin/delr) + i)

i = max(l, min(i,mwide))

crr = (rin/delr) - float(i-l)

J = int((zin/delz) + 0.5)

j = max(l, min(j,nhigh-2))

czr = (zin/delz) - (float(j)-0.5)

vr = (u(i, j)*(l-crr) + u(i+l, J)*crr)*(l.-czr)

* + (u(i,J+l)*(l-crr) + u(i+l,j+l)*crr)*czr

c

c calculate average vertical velocity vv using linear interpolation

c i is corrected to prevent overshoot and undershoot

c

I = int((rin/delr) + 0.5)

i = max(l, min(i,mwide))

cr_' = (rin/delr) - (float(i)-0.5)

J = irt ((zin/delz) + i)
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cZZ = (zin/delz) - float(J-l)

O W = (v(i, J) * (l-czz) + v(i, J+l) *czz) * (l.-crz)• + (v(i+l, J)*(l-czz) + v(i+l, J+l)*czz)*crz

if (rin.lt.delr/2.) vv = (v(l,J)*(l-czz) + v(l,J+l)*czz)

c

c calculate new radial and axial positions rout and zout

c

rout = rin + vr*delt/void

zout = zin + w*delt/void

return

end

READIN.f
c

C READIN.F P.F. PETERSON U.C. BERKELEY 9/14;90

c

c this subroutine reads in input data from input deck 'modflow.in'

c and writes numerical information to scratch file 'scratch',

c sets up input/output devices

c

subroutine readin(nline, filein, filout)

character*l it (20)

character*8 titlel (20, 20)

character*f2 filein, filout

open (7, file=filein)

open (3, status=' scratch' )

open (4,file=filout)

write (4,100)

i00 format ('* ........... LISTING OF INPUT CARDS .............. ')

nloop = 0

105 k=l

ii0 read (7,120,end=125) it(k),(titlel(i,k),i=l,20)

120 format (al,20a8)
c

c & means end of file

c

if (it (k) .eq. '& °) go to 125

k=k+l

if (k.lt.21) go to ii0

125 nloop = nloop . 1

kk = rain(20, k)

do 140 kkk=l,kk

kloop = (nloop-l)*20 4 kkk

write (4,120) it (kkk), (titlel(i,kkk),i=l,20)

c write (4,130) kloop, it(kkk), (titlel(i,kkk),i=l,20)

130 format (ix, i4 '=' al, 20a8)

140 continue

do 160 kkk=l,kk

if (it(kkk) .ne.'*'.and.lt(kkk).ne.'&')

• write (3, 1.20)it (kkk), (titlel(i, kkk), :_i,20)

160 cont inue

if (k.eq.21) go to 105

nline = (nloop-l)*20 + kk

rewind (3)

write (4,170)

170 format ('& ########## END OF INPUT INFORMAT:CN #############')

ret u rn

end

VPLOT.f
C

C VPLOT.F P.F. PETERSON U.C. BERKELEY 9/14/90

C

C SUBROUTINE TO P[X]T VELOCITY VECTORS

C

SUBROUTINE VPLOT (MWIDE, NHIGH, VMAX, TIME, DELT, QIN, QINX, BdT,

• ARSTAR, VOID, MCOAST, MCOLD, TINK, NSTART, VE×T, VOUT, VSCALE,
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* NFRIC, NREC, METHODt NFIRST, NCOORD, RTANK, HTANK_ INKIN,
* NGO, UCMAX, DELR)

$INCLUDE :HLTBI. CON

parameter (nina×= 41,mmax = 81,1nkmax=981)
dimension u(0:nma×,mma×),v(O:nma×,mma×),

* Hc (0:125),Rc (0:125) ,Vc (0:125) ,
* hjet (inkmax) ,rJet (inkmax) ,sJet (inkma×)

common /vel/ u,v
common /cold/ Hc, Rc,Vc
common /inkk/ hJet, rJet,sJet,njet

INTEGER*2 WNDNUM, ILEFT, ITOP, IRIGHT, IBOTOM, WNDTYP, DLG,NELE, TITLN
INTEGER*2 ITMNUM, TYPE, STATE, XMOVE, YMOVE, CHSIZE, CORDVL, PPNT
INTEGFR*2 STATUS, FN
ICOLOR=33
IRED = 205
IBLUE = 409
ICYAN = 273
WNDNUM=3
NELE=I5

IF (NFIRST.EQ.O) THEN
CALL WINDTB(WNDCLO, WNDNUM)
CALL WINDTB (INITWND)
CALL WINDTB (NEWWND, WNDNUM, i0,20,530,380, 3,2,NELE, 0)
CALL WINDTB (WNDOUT, WNDNUM)

ENDIF
JPUT = 80
JUMP = 0

60 CALL GRAFTB (2,2,2,2,229,379)
CALL GRAFTB(2,2,229,225,369,379)
CALL GRAFTB(2,2,369,225,529,259)
IF (NCOORD.EQ.0) THEN
CALL GRAFTB (NK)VETO,30, I0)
WRITE(*, 70)

70 FORMAT ('SRS MODERATOR FLOW VER. 2.0' )
CALL GRAFTB(MOVETO, 12, 25)

WRITE(*, 75)
75 FORMAT('********SRL-SAG 6/10/91'*******')

ELSE
CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 30, i0)
WRITE(*, 80)

80 FORMAT ('FLOW IN A RECTANGULAR TANK' )
CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 12, 25)
WRITE (*,85)

85 FORMAT('BANK - 6/10/91 - MODFLOW 2.0')
ENDIF

C Draw box
JDEL = INT(160*HTANK/RTANK)/(NHIGH-I)
JINT = 340 - JDEL/2

IDEL = 160/(MWIDE-I)
IINT= 50 + IDEL/2
IWIDE = IDEL*(MWIDE-I)
JHIGH = JDEL*(NHIGH-I)

CALL GRAFTB(LINE, I,50, 340,1, 65+IWIDE, 340,ICOLOR)
CALL GRAFTB(LINE, I,50+IWIDE, 330,1, 50+IWIDE, 340-JHIGH, ICOLOR)
CALL GRAFTB(LINE, I,50+IWIDE, 330,1,65+IWIDE, 330, ICOLOR)

CALL GRAFTB(LINE, I,50+IWIDE, 340-JHIGH, I,50,340-JHIGH, ICOI/3R)
ITICK = 50

DO 87 I=3,MWIDE
ITICK = ITICK+IDEL

CALL GRAFTB(LINE, i,ITICK, 340-JHIGH, i,ITICK, 342-JHIGH, ICOLOR)
CALL GRAFTB(LINE, I,ITICK, 338, I, ITICK, 340,ICOLOR)

87 CONTINUE
JTICK = 340

DO 89 J=3,NHIGH
JTICK = JTICK-JDEL

CALL GRAFTB (LINE, i,50, JTICK, I,52, JTICK, ICOLOR)
CALL GRAFTB (LINE,i,48+IWIDE, JTICK, i,50+IWIDE, JTICK, ICOLOR)

89 CONTINUE

CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 235,240)
IF (NCOORD.EQ.O) THEN
WRITE (*,90)

90 FORMAT( 'SCALE: 2.0ft/sec')
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IVEC = IDEL _(2*VSCALE/VMAX)
CALL GRAFTB(LINE, I,50,335-JHIGH, I,50,1"/5,ICOLOR)
CALL GRAFTB(LINE, I,50, i85,1, 50,195, ICOLOR)
CALL GRAFTB(LINE, I,50,205, ],50, 345,ICOLOR)

ELSE

WRITE (*,i00)
i00 FORMAT( 'SCALE: 5.0cm/sec')

IVEC = IDEL*(0.05*VSCALE/VMAX)

CALL GRAFTB(LINE, I,50, 340-JHIGH, I,50,340, ICOLOR)
ENDIF

CALL GRAFTB(LINE, 1,250,250, i,250+IVEC, 250, IRED)
CALL GRAFTB(LINE, i,250+IVEC, 248, i,250+IVEC, 252, IRED)
CALL GRAFTB(LINE, i,250,248, I,250,252, IRED)

c Draw velocity vectors
DO 210 I = I,MWIDE-I

JJINT = JINT

DO 200 J = I,NHIGH-I
IVEC = IDEL*(U(I,J)*VSCALE/(VMAX*VOID))
JVEC = IDEL*(V(I,J)*VSCALE/(VMAX*VOID))
CALL GRAFTB(LINE, I,IINT,JJINT, I,IINT+IVEC,

* JJINT-JVEC, IRED)
JJINT = JJINT - JDEL

200 CONTINUE
lINT = IINT + IDEL

210 CONTINUE
C Add in ink

SNOM = SJET(1)
ICOME = 0

DO 250 L = I,NJET
IJET = 50 + IWIDE*(RJET(L)/Rtank)
JJET = 340 - JHIGH*(HJET(L)/Htank)
LJET = 6*((SJET(L)/SNOM)**0..333) + 1
CALL GRAFTB (OVAL, i,IJET,JJET, IJET_ LJET, JJET+LJET)

250 CONTINUE

IF (vout.gt.0.and.ncoord.eq.0) THEN
LLL = i00' (VOUT/VEXT)
CALL GRAF2'B(MOVETO, 240,308)
IF (LLL.LT.100) THEN

WRITE(*, 257)
257 PORMAT('INK AT TANK EXIT')

ELSE
LLL = I00

WRITE(*, 258)
258 FORMAT ('INK AT TANK PLENUM' )

ENDIF

CALL GRAFTB (LINE,i,250,315, i,350,315, ICOLOR)
CALL GRAFTB(LINE, i,250,335, i, 350,335, ICOLOR)
CALL GRAFTB(LINE, I,350, 315,1, 350,335,1COLOR)
CALL GRAFTB (RECTAN, I,250,315,250+LLL, 335)

ENDIF
C Draw interface between hot and cold liquids

260 IF (MCOLD.EQ.I) THEN
IF (NSOLVE.LE.I) THEN

IDO=49
ELSE

IDO=MWIDE*3
ENDIF

DO 270 L = I,IDO
IF (RC(L).GT.8) GOTO 270
ICOLDI = 50 + IWIDE*(RC(L)/RTANK)
JCOLDI = 340 - JHIGH*(HC(L)/HTANK)

q ICOLD2 = 50 + IWIDE*(RC(L+I)/RTANK)
JCOLD2 = 340 - JHIGH*(HC(L+I)/HTANK)

CALL GRAPTB (LINE, 1,ICOLDI, JCOLDI, 1, ICOLD2, JCOLD2, IBLUE)
270 CONTINUE

• ENDIF
C create control buttons

IF (NFIRST.NE.0.OR.JUMP.EQ.I) GO TO 300
| CALL WINDTB (NEWITM, I,WNDNUM, I,2,2, 'GO',

* 230,80,360,105)
CALL WINDTB(NEWITM, 2,WNDNUM, I,2,15, 'HALVE TIME STEP',

* 230, ii0,360,135)
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CALL WINDTB(NEWITM 3,WNDNUM, I,2,16, 'DOUBLE 'rIME STEP',
* 230,140,360,165)

O CALL WINDTB(NEWITM 4,WNDNUM, I,2,13, 'DECREASE FLOW'* 230,110,360,195)
CALL WINDTB(NEWITM 5,WNDNUM, I,2,13, 'INCREASE FLOW',

* 230,200,360,225)
CALL WINDTB(NEWITM 6,WNDNUM,],2,16, 'START COAST-DOWN',

* 380,110,510,135)
CALL WINDTB(NEWITM 7,WNDNUM, I,2,9, 'START INK',

* 380,140,510,165)
CALL WINDTB(NEWITM 8,WNDNUM, I,2,16, 'START COLD WATER',

* 380,170,510,195)
CALL WINDTB (NEWITM, 9,WNDNUM, ],2,7, 'EXPLODE',

* 380,200,510,225)
CALL WINDTB(NEWITM IO,WNDNUM, I,2,4, 'QUIT',

k 380,80,510, I05)
CALL WINDTB(NEWITM II,WNDNUM, I,2,4,'INFO',

* 455,325,495,345)
CALL WINDTB(NEWITM 12,WNDNUM, 2,NFRIC, 17, 'CONSTANT FRICTION',

* 370,260,530,275)
CALL WINDTB(NEWITM 13,WNDNUM, I,2,5, 'PRINT',

* 450,295,500,315)
CALL WINDTB(NEWITM 14,WNDNUM, I,2,4, 'SAVE',

* 400,325,440,345)
CALL WINDTB(NEWITM 15,WNDNUM, I,2,6, 'CPAUSE',

* 400,325,440,345)
300 CONTINUE

CALL GRAFTB (2,2,249, I, 600,79)
CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 250, i0)

WRITE(*, 40)TIME
40 FORMAT('CURRENT TIME',FS.2, ' sec')

CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 250, 25)
WRITE (*,50) DELT

50 FORMAT('TIME STEP SIZE',F8.3,' sec')
CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 250, 40)
IF (NCOORD.EQ.O) THEN

WRITE (*,55) QIN*448.76
55 FORMAT( 'TOTAL FLOW RATE',F8.0, ' gpm')

ELSE

WRITE (*,56) QIN*I .e6
56 FORMAT('TOTAL FLOW RATE',F8.1, ' cc/s')

ENDIF
IF (MCOAST.EQ.I) THEN
CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 220,270)
WRITE (*,301)

301 FORMAT ('COAST DOWN STARTED' )
END IF

IF (MCOLD.EQ. i) THEN
CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 250, 55)
WRITE (*,302) BdT*IO0.

302 FORMAT('COLD WATER IN, DENSITY =',F6.2, '%')
CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 250, 70)
IF (NCOORD.EQ.I) THEN

UCMAX = ABS (UCM/bX)
IF (UCMAX.GT.0) Rimin = VOID*DELR*BdT*(9.81)/(UCMAX**2)

WRITE(*, 303) Hc(1) *i00., Rimin
303 FORMAT(' Hc, ma× =',F6.2,'cm, Rimin=',F7.3)

ENDIF
ENDIF

C check which button has been clicked
304 CALL WINDTB (GEVENT, O, IEVENT, INFOI, ITMNUM)

IF (NGO.EQ.I.AND.IEVENT.NE.2) GO TO 310
IF (NGO.EQ.-I) GO TO 305
IF (IEVENT.NE.2) GO TO 304
GOTO (305,320,330,340,350,360,370,380,390,400,410,420,430,

* 440,450,300) ITMNUM
305 IF (NGO.EQ.0) THEN

NGO=I

CALL WINDTB(RMVITM, I,WNDNUM)
CALL WINDTB(NEWITM, I,WNDNUM, I,2,5, 'PAUSE',

* 230,80,360,105)
DO 306 KK=2,14
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CALL WINDTB (SBSTAT, KK,WNDNUM, i)
306 CONTINUE

ELSE
NGO=O
CALL WINDTB (RMVITM, I,WNDNUM)
CALL WINDTB(NEWITM, i,WNDNUM, 1,212, 'GO',

* 230,80, 3601 105)
DO 307 KK=2,14

CALL WINDTB (SBSTAT, KK, WNDNUM, 2)
307 CONTINUE

GO TO 304
ENDIF

310 CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 350,240)
WRITE(*, *) 'RUNNING'
GOTO 700

320 DELT = DELT/2,
GOTO 300

330 DELT = DELT*2,
GOTO 300

340 QIN = 0.8*QIN
QINX = 0.8*QINX
DELT = AMINI(DELT, 0.5)
GOTO 300

350 QIN = QIN/0.8
QINX = QINX/0.8
DELT = AMINI(DELT, 0.5)
GOTO 300

360 IF (NSTART.EQ.0) THEN
NSTART " 1
TIME = 0

CALL GRAVTB (MOVETO, 80,JPUT)
WRITE (*,364)

364 FORMAT ('RESET TIME')
JPUT = JPUT + 12
DELT = O.5

ENDIF
MCOAST = 1
GOTO 300

370 IF (NSTART.EQ.0) THEN
NSTART = 1
TIME -- 0

CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 80, JPUT)
WRITE (*,374)

374 FORMAT ('RESET TIME ')
JPUT = JPUT 4 12

ENDIF

IF (NJET.LT.I) THEN
TINK = TIME

DELT = AMINI(DELT, O.5)
CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 60,JPUT)
WRITE (*,376)

376 FORMAT ('INK FLOWS, RESET DELT' )
JPUT = JPUT + 12

ENDIF
GOTO 300

380 IF (NSTART. EQ. 0) THEN
NSTART = 1

TIME = 0
CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 80, JPUT)

WRITE (*,384)
384 FORMAT ('RESET TIME ')

JPUT : JPUT + 12
ENDIF

IF (MCOLD.LT.I) THEN
DELT = AMINI(DELT, 0.5)
CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 60, JPUT)
WRITE (*,38 6)

386 FORMAT( 'COLD IN, RESET DELT')
JPUT = JPUT + 12

ENDIF
MCOLD = 1
GOTO 300
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390 VMAX = 0.5*VMAX
JUMP = i
aO TO 60

400 CALL WINDTB (WNDCLO, WNDNUM)
STOP

C Switch _tween constant and variable friction factors

420 CALL WiNDTB (BSTAT, 12,_RqDNUM,STATUS)
IF (NFRIC.EQ.3) THEN

NFRIC = 2

CALL WINDTB (SBSTAT, 121WNDNUM, 2)
CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 60,JPUT)
WRITE (*,422)

422 FORMAT ('USE EXACT FRICTION' )
JPUT = JPUT + 12

ELSE
NFRIC = 3

CALL WINDTB (SBSTAT, 12,WNDNUM, 3)
CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 60,JPUT)
WRITE (*,424)

424 FORMAT ('USE CONSTANT FRICTION' )
JPUT = JPUT + 12

ENDIF
GO TO 300

430 CALL GRAFTB (PRTSCR, i)
CALL GR_TB (MOVETO, 60,JPUT)

WRITE (*,43_)
434 FORMAT('SENT TO PRINTER')

JPUT = JPUT + 12
GO TO 300

440 CALL SAVE (MWIDE, NHIGH, Qin)
CALL WINDTB (WNDOUT, WNDNUM)
GO TO 300

450 CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 35 O,24O)
PAUSE
GO TO 300

410 NELE=I

CALL WINDTB(NEWWND, 4,230, I00,580,260, 4,2,NELE, O)
CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, i0,20)
WRITE (*,530)
CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 10, 45)
WRITE(*, 540)
CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, i0, 65)
WRITE (*,550)
CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, i0,90)
WRITE (*,560)
CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, i0,120)

WRITE (*,570)
530 FORMAT('MODFI_W 2.0 - MODELING OF SRS MODERATOR FLOW')
540 FORMAT('This program models the moderator flow and ink')
550 FORMAT('distribution in SRS reactor tanks')
560 FORMAT('*********** PRELIMINARY-- NO QA *_'_*******')
570 FORMAT('by P.F. Peterson, U.C. Berkeley 7/10/91')

CALL WINDTB(NEWITM, I,4,1,2,2,'ok',295,126,323, 145)
580 CALL WINDTB(DIALOG, 4, ITMNUM)

IF (ITMNUM.EQ.I) THEN
CALL WINDTB(WNDCLO, 4)
CALL WINDTB (WNDOUT, WNDNUM)
GO TO 300

ELSE
GO TO 580

ENDIF
700 CONTINUE

CALL GRAFTB (MOVETO, 80, JPUT)
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX B

MODFLOW 2.0 SAMPLE PROBLEM

1959 TEST COMPARISON (SEE FIG. 5.1)

INPUT DECK
* TEST CASE INPUT DATA DECK FOR MODFLOW.F

* COMPARISON WITH 1959 TEST RUN

* Title for run (80 characters max)
Comparison with 1959 test run
* 0 = use interactive Macintosh windows

i = run batch mode
0

* Initial inlet flow rate, Qin (ft3/s)
307.513

* fraction of Qln which is introduced from the top, topflow
* (intended for rectangular experiment, use 0 here)
0

* Density difference between hot and cold water, BdT
0.012

* Time step (sec)
0.025

* #_#_#_## solution technique _##_#####_####_#
* 0 = Solve both temperature and buoyancy produced vorticity by
* with Lagrangian techniques
* 1 = Solve tempe_.ure with Lagrangian, vorticity with finite-
* difference techniques
* 2 = Solve both temperature and buoyancy with finite-difference
* techniques
1

* value between i and zero that determines whether vortlclty is
* handled in a Lagrangian manner or finite-difference manner,
* respectively
1.0

* 0 = Solve in cylindrical coordinates
* 1 = Solve in rectangular coordinates (benchtop experiment)
0

* scale factor for velocity vectors (normally i)
i.
* ####_######_### initial condition guess _###############_#

* 0 = use zero velocity initial condition
* 1 = read in initial condition from file
1
* filename in which initializing data is stored
init.dat
* #@################# for BATCH mode #####@_###@####@####@_##

* number of time steps between recording velocities, ect
* In output file 'modflow.out'
40

* number of time steps between ink injection packets
2
* 0 = no coast down

* 1 = run coast down starting at t=O
0
* Time at which ink is injected (sec)
i0000.
* Time at which cold water appears at bottom of tank (sec)
i0000.
* Maximum time to run calculation out to (sec)
500.

* ######_#_####0#####_######_O##O######_########_#_#_#####_O
* Number of radial and vertical nodes
9 16

* convergence criteria for Poisson equation, errmax
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0.001

* Moderator height, }{mint; tank radius, Rtank (ft)

O 15. 8.* Ntm_ber of tube rows from tank ce.nter to tank wall, tubes
14

* Fuel diameter, Dfuel; fuel pitch, Sfuel (inches)
4.2 7.0

* Volume of external piping, ft3
3342

* Average moderator temperature (for property calcs), temp (C)
60.
* ################### FRICTION FACTORS ############################

* 2 = Exact expression for friction (smaller time steps required)
* 3 = constant friction factor (faster operation, larger time steps)
2

* radial and vertical friction factors (constant f.f. case)
O.5 O.O2
* ################### INLET FLOW RATE #############################

" distribution of flow across bottom of tank (give number of r_.dia/
* nodes minus one values).

* can use the gpm per assembly value, program will normallize
* to give the correct total flow rate Qin
266. 266. 266. 266. 266. 266. 167. 120.
* #####_############# COASTDOWN CURVE #############################

* number of data sets, ncdat
1

* Time (sec), Fraction of full A.C. flow
0e+0 le+2
*################# INK INJECTION RATES ##########################

* number of ink injection ports, inkin (7 maximum)
7

* number of data sets, inkdat
1

* jet radii from tank center, rjett (ft)
2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50

* jet elevations from tank bottom, hjett (ft)
2.28 3.34 4.33 5.76 6.75 8.33 9.5

* time (sec), flow rate at each jet (gal/sec)
0 0.14279 0.14279 O. 14279 0.14279 C.14,279

0,14279 0.14279

I

!1 INIT.DATInitial values of stream function and vorticity
number of radial and vertical nodes

9 16

total flow rate, ft3/sec
307.51

stream function
000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 000 .000 .000

lm 000 -.053 - 211 -.464 -.763 -1.009 -i 043 -.720 .000

i 000 -.105 - 421 -.923 -1.520 -2.016 -2 087 -1.437 .000
000 -.157 - 630 -1.378 -2.272 -3.024 -3 142 -2.161 .000

;I 000 -.209 - 836 -1.830 -3.022 -4.040 -4 220 -2.905 .000

I 000 -.261 -I 042 -2 280 -3.774 -5.076 -5 339 -3 686 .000
I 000 -.313 -I 24-r -2 733 -4.537 -6.144 -6 524 -4 528 .000

000 -.366 -i 459 -3 196 -5.323 -7.265 -'l 808 -5 464 .000-- 00C -.420 -I 677 -3 675 -6.145 -8.462 -9 239 -6 543 .000

i 000 -.478 -i 905 -4 181 -7.023 -9.772 -i0 883 -7 843 .000

000 - 540 -2 151 -4 728 -7.983 -11.239 -12 833 -9 487 .000
000 - 608 -2 420 -5 331 -9.059 -12.929 -15.218 -II 686 .000
000 - 683 -2 720 -6.01i -10.292 -14.924 -18 211 -14 830 ,000

I 000 - 768 -3 058 -6.787 -11.734 -17.338 -22 021 -19 683 .000
000 - 861 -3 436 -7.673 -13.432 -20.330 -27 125 -27.899 .000
000 - 961 -3 844 -8.649 -15.376-24.025 -34 596-42.439 -48.942

I VOrticity
-I -- .0o00 .o00o .oo0o .oo00 .oooo .o0oo .oooo .ooo0 .ooo0
j m .oooo.oooo .oooo
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0000 0000 -.0111 -.0315 - 0618 -.0967 -.1114 -.0905 .0000
0000 0000 -.0163 -.0451 - 0890 -.1437 -.1686 -.1344 0000
0000 0000 -.0211 -.0571 - 1135 - 1898 -.2282 -.1798 0000
0000 0000 -.0253 -.0673 - 1348 - 2347 -.2913 -.2286 0000
0000 0000 -.0288 -.0754 - 1528 - 2776 -.3596 -.2832 0000
0000 0000 -.0313 -.0813 - 1669 - 3172 -.4350 -.3473 0000
0000 0000 -.0327 -.0846 - 1766 - 3515 -.5204 -.4263 - 0001
0000 0000 -.0329 -.0849 - 1807 - 3772 -.6186 -.5290 0000
0000 0000 -.0314 .-.0815 - 1778 -.3896 -.7319 - 6707 - 0001
0000 0000 -.0281 -.0738 - 1657 -.3825 -.8582 - 8798 - 0001
0000 0000 -.0227 -.0606 - 1419 -.3482 -.9817 -i 2131 - 0001
.0000 0000 -.0151 -.0418 -.1038 -.2781 -.9952 -I 7844 - 0001
.0000 .0000 -.0066 -.0191 -.0515 -.1570 -.7220 -2 9352 - 0001
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 0000 0000

OUTPUT DECK
* ........... LISTING OF INPUT CARDS
* TEST CASE INPUT DATA DECK FOR MODFLOW.F

* COMPARISON WITH 1959 TEST RUN
*

* Title for run (80 characters ma×)

Comparison with 1959 test run
* 0 = use interactive Macintosh windows
* 1 = run batch mode
0

* Initial inlet flow rate, Qin (ft3/s)
307.513
* fraction of Qin which is introduced from the top, topflow

* (intended for rectangular experiment, use 0 here)
0

* Density difference between hot and cold water, BdT
0.012

* Time step (sec)
0.025
* ############### solution technique ###################
* 0 = Solve both temperature and buoyancy produced vorticity by
* with Lagrangian techniques
* i = Solve temperture with Lagrangian, vorticity with finite-
* difference techniques
* 2 = Solve both temperature and buoyancy with finite-difference
* techniques
1
* value between i and zero that determines whether vorticity is
* handled in a Lagrangian manner or finite-difference manner,

* respectively
1.0

* 0 = Solve in cylindrical coordinates
* 1 = Solve in rectangular coordinates (bencktop experiment)
0
* scale factor for velocity vectors (normally i)
I.
* _############## initial condition guess ###################
* 0 = use zero velocity initial condition
* 1 = read in initial condition from file
1

* filename in which initializing data is stored
init .dat
* ################### for BATCH mode ########################

* number of time steps between recording velocities, ect
* in output file 'modflow.ou_'
40
* number of time steps between ink injection packets
2
* 0 = no coast down

* 1 = run coast down starting at t=0
0

* Time at which ink is injected (sec)
i0000.

* Time at which cold water appears at bottom of tank (sec)
i0000.
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* Maximum time to run calculation out to (nec)
500.

O , #############################################################* Number of radial and vertical nodes
9 16

* convergence criteria for Poisson equation, errmax
0.001

* Moderator height, }{mint; tank radius, Rtank (ft)
15. 8.
* Number of tube rows from tank center to tank wall, tubes
14

* Fuel diameter, Dfuel; fuel pitch, Sfuel (inches)
4.2 7.0

* Volume of external piping, ft3
3342

* Average moderator temperature (for property calcs), temp (C)
60.
* ################### FRICTION FACTORS ############################

* 2 = Exact expression for friction (smaller time steps required)
* 3 = constant friction factor (faster operation, larger time steps)
2
* radial and vertical friction factors (constant f.f. case)
0.5 0.02
* ################### INLET FLOW RATE #############################
* distribution of flow across bottom of tank (give number of radial
* nodes minus one values).
* can use the gpm per assembly value, program will normallize
* to give the correct total flow rate Qin
266. 266. 266. 266. 266. 266. 167. 120.
* ################### COASTDOWN CURVE ###########I_#################
* number of data sets, ncdat
1

* Time (nec!, Fraction of full A.C. flow
0e+0 le+2
*################# INK INJECTION RATES ##########################

* number of ink injection ports, inkin (7 maximum) ,
7

* number of data sets, inkdat
1

* Jet radii from tank center, rjett (ft)
2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50

* Jet elevations from tank bottom, hjett (ft)
2.28 3.34 4.33 5.76 5.75 8.33 9.5

* time (nec), flow rate at each Jet (gal/sec)
0 0.14279 0.14279 0.14279 0.14279 0.14279

0.14279 0.14279

* to give the correct total flow rate Qin
& ########## END OF INPUT INFORMATION #############
* ################ TIME = 1.00 nec #####################

1.00 .308E+03

average radial velocity -divide by void fraction .674 for local velocity-
0000 .0539 1081 1581 .1953 .2068 .1783 .1058 0000
0000 .0536 1073 1567 1937 .2062 1785 .1053 0000
0000 .0532 1063 1550 1922 .2063 1801 .1063 0000
0000 .0527 1053 1535 1913 .2077 1838 .1092 0000
0000 .0525 1046 1527 1914 .2109 1903 1145 0000
0000 .0526 1047 1531 1934 .2168 2008 1230 0000
0000 .0533 1060 1553 1980 .2264 2167 1361 0000
0000 .0548 1089 i601 2061 .2407 2403 1563 0000
0000 .0575 1139 1682 2191 .2618 2?48 1872 0000
0000 .0615 1218 1808 2384 .2921 3245 2357 0000
0000 .0672 !330 1989 2661 .3349 .3956 3143 0000
0000 .0745 .1481 2236 3044 .3947 .4950 4481 0000

0000 .0833 .1665 .2552 3556 .4769 .6288 6902 0000
0000 .0921 .1862 .2911 4191 .5916 .8429 i 1668 0000
0000 .0983 .2012 .3210 4799 .7312 1.2355 2.0640 6.1_78

average vertical velocity -divide by void fraction .674 for local velocity-
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000

O .1079 .1082 .1032 .0877 .0561 .0065 -.0507 -.0987.2151 .2155 .2054 .1749 .1130 .0138 -.1020 -.1970
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3214 3218 3063 .2617 1713 0227 -.1538 -.2962
4268 4271 4063 .3487 2321 0344 -.2058 - 3982
5317 5316 5058 .4366 2963 0503 -.2582 - 5051
6369 6362 6057 .5264 3653 0722 -.3111 - 6198
7435 7420 7072 .6196 4409 1028 -.3645 - 7468
8532 8506 8122 7180 5251 1462 -.4181 -8927
9682 9642 9229 8242 6213 2079 -.4701 -I 0674

I 0912 1 0855 i 0424 9417 7339 2965 -.5159 -i 2874
i 2255 I 2181 1 1746 i 0753 8695 4235 -.5425 -I 5808
1 3746 i 3659 i 3244 1 2316 1 0375 6047 -.5169 -i 9990
1 5412 1 5324 1 4974 1 4193 1 2513 8571 -.3541 -2 6431
1 7254 1 7193 1 6977 i 6487 i 5361 1 2389 .1243 -3 7321
I 9220 1 9220 I 9220 1 9220 1 9220 i 9220 1.2067 8671

cold interface location
.000 000 .000 .000 .000 000 .000 .000 000 000
.000 163 .327 .490 .653 816 .980 1.143 I 306 1 469
.000 000 .000 .000 .000 000 .000 .000 000 000

1 633 1 796 1.959 2.122 2.286 2 449 2.612 2.776 2 939 3 102
000 000 .000 .000 .000 000 .000 .000 000 000

3 265 3 429 3.592 3.755 3.918 4 082 4.245 4.408 4 571 4 735
000 000 .000 .000 .000 000 .000 .000 000 000

4 898 5 061 5.224 5.388 5.551 5 714 5.878 6.041 6 204 6.367
000 000 .000 .000 .000 000 .000 .000 000 .000

6.531 6.694 6.857 7.020 7.184 7.347 7.510 7.673 7 837 8.000
ink packet locations/sizes (iout=l - ink exited)

0 +O.O00000E-OI
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

|
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